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Excecutive summary

This text lists values for BC/AI limits for difierent trees and wiid plants and
crop plants in Europe and East Asia, to be used in the calculation of critical
loads of acidity for terrestrial ecosystems.

Scientific summary

The quantitative tolerance to Al in acid soils as expressed by root growth in
culture or fleld stem growth as a function of soil solution (Ca+MS+K)/AI mo-
lar ratio has been determined for difierent plant species. Diferent BC/AI limts
for difie¡ent conife¡ous trees such as spruce, fir, pine, la,rch and paciflc conifers,
difierent temperate deciduous tree species such as beech, birch, maple, oak,
aspen, aJder and willow, difierent tropical and subtropical trees and bushes
such as teak, orange, peach, cotton, eucalyptus, guapira, tea and cofiee, as

well as many difierent tJæes of wild and cultivated grasses, herbs and legumes.
The tolerance was determined using data from laboratory bioassays. Data
on growth and soil chemistry from freld research sites was combined to yield
estimates of the response of growth to soil solution aluminium under fie1d
conditions.

The tole¡ance can be modeled for aJl plants investigated by using one of
three diferent ion exchange models, expressed in terms of the soil solution
(Ca+Mg+K)/Al mola¡ ratio. Different parameters have been tried, individu-
ally and in combinations suggested by the theoretical analysis. The study was
focused on several diagnostic soil chemistry parameters;

.pH

r Al-concentration,

c Caf AI, (Ca+Mg)/Al, (Ca+Mg+K)/Al

o (CaaMg+K)/(Al+H), (Ca+Ms+K)/(Al+2H), (Ca+Ms+K)/(41+3H)

In the combined expressions, K was added on an equivalent basis, implying
that K was given one half of the antagonistic power of Ca and Mg towards
Al and H. The most consistent correlations to growth effect pa"rameters is ob-
tained using (Ca+Me+K)/Al or(Ca+MS+K)/(Al+3H). The results strongly
suggests that the ratio reflects the relationship between ions desireable to the
plant versus those that a¡e undesired. For practical uses such as critical loads
BC/Al-ratio appear as the most practicaÌ, and the parameter best supported
by laboratory data.

The results suggests that trees and ground vegetation react to A1 according
to patterns that can be interpreted as root uptake of nutrients proportional
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to root surface conentrations, where the surface concentrations of base cations
and Al are controlled by three distinct ion exchange mechanisms. The results
may reflect basic difierences in how the difierent plants actually take up nutri-
ents {rom the soil solution. The laboratory (Ca+MS+K)/AI ratio is relevant
for field conditions when applied to the uniform conditions in each soil layer,
as can be shown for German data. The net effect on the plant will be the
efect of the BC/AI damage function integrated over all soil layers penetrated
by the plant root. For calculations of critical loads of acid deposition to for-
est ecosystems, a general ralue of (Ca*Mg+K)/AÞ1.0 seems well chosen for
European and North American forests.

The theoretical evaluation ofthe results have lead to kinetic expressions for
base cation uptake by plants according to a type of modified Michaelis-Menten
kinetics, where the saturation coefrcient is influenced by soil acidity pa.rarn-
eters. Difierences in response to soil acidity such as the unspecific response
(spruce and firs, grasses) and the Vanselow response (pine, and deciduous
trees and certain domesticated plants), is parallelled by basic difierences in
the uptake kinetics for base cations in these plants.
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Preface

This work was initiated as a part of critical loads work in Sweden, Europe
and East Asia. During the work with critical loads in Europe, a critical limit
BC/Àl:l was suggested used in the calculations by Dr. Wim de V¡ies and
collaborators at the Winand Sta.ring Centre in Wageningen, Netherlands. The
value was based on an ea¡lier idea by Dr. Berhard Ul¡ich at the University
of Göttingen. The limit was applied in the ca.lcuiation of critical loads for
the Netherla¡ds, and incorporâ,ted in the European procedure without being
challenged. In the Swedish critica,l loads project, it was felt that it wa,s nec-
essary to review the experimental foundation for the use of the BC/Al-limit
and address what a proper r,alue might be.

This report is very much the work of other persons than the authors. This
work contains a synthesis of the results of many that have toiled in laborato-
ries and greenhouses for a long time, laboriously determining the individual
response to Al of many, many trees and plants. Without al1 the colleagues that
worked hard for many years, we v¡ould have had nothing to make a synthesis
on. We are grateful for their efforts, and appreciate the great care generally
taken to ensure accurate and ¡eliable results.

The idea of relating the growth response of trees in particular to acidi-
fication by using the (Ca+Mg+Al)/AÌ ratio, in daily speech known as the
" calcium-aluminium ratio", must be credited to Professor Emeritus Dr. Bern-
hard Ul¡ich of the University of Göttingen in Germany. Even if it could be
admitted that others had a similar idea far earlier, it was still him that turned
it into a widespread tool for relating soil chemistry to the biology of trees.
Later, the concept was recycled by Dutch scientists into the critical loads
mapping work. Ultimatei¡ this has become the tool upon which a la.rge part
of the efiorts to reduce emissions of sulphur and nitrogen are based.

What Prof. Ulrich realized like many others, is that plants are significantly
a,fiected by the surrounding chemical environment. In afterthought it is ev!
dent to most ecologists that this must be so, growth of individual plants and
vegetation species composition depend on factors such as feedbacks between
plants and the chemical and physical envi¡onment in the soil.

In the period 1920-present, the nitrogen deposition has increased four-fold
over allmost all of Europe due to inceasing emissions from automobiles, agri-
culture and industry. At the same time forestry practices also improved sig-
nificantl¡ resulting in the best grovth ever seen in the forests of Europe. The
improved management practices has succeeded in bette¡ utilisation of avail-
able N in the soil for growth. This has not been without economic profit, and
it could be regarded as an unplesant revellation if the increasing grorth was
something that can not be sustained in the future. Acidification of soils caused
by deposition of ammonium, nitric and sulfirric acid, is at present promoting
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forest growth in many areas, more N promotes growth, soil acidiûcation makes
base cations in the soil ion exchange complex available in the soil solution. The
frnal result may be nutrient deficiencies and severe forest reductions in grov"'th
potential. Despite a history of better and bigger growths until present, acid
deposition and forest damage due to acid soils does indeed exist, and it must
be taken seriously by the forest industry and forest research.

At the present time, the general feeling in environmental management pol-
icymaking is that traditiona.l forest resea¡ch has failed to provide a mechanistic
link between soil acidity påra,ûìeters and forest vitality. First of alì, vitality
as a parameter is unsatisfactorily defrned, and therefore vitality cannot be
measured more than semi-quantitatively. Pa.rameters like optimal growth in
the absense of pollutants and soil acidit¡ needle loss, crown density ca.nnot be
measured with any âccuracy. The noise in the signal measu¡ed is most often
la.rger than the signal sought for, hence nothing can be seen even if the signal
was there. The tool for field observation are not a.dequate for the problem. Sec-
ondly, the use of integrated biological and chemical models for interpreting the
available data around the problem has been sparse, making data penetration
superfrcial. Simple linear regressions or stepwise multiple regressions simply
do not suffi.ce to discover mechanistical relationships in non-linea¡ systems.

Numerous pieces of a la.rge puzzle lie before us, small independent pieces
of research:

o acid deposition causes acidiûcation of the soil

o acidification of the soil result in high soil solution Al concentrations

o high soil solution Al concentrations do ha¡m growth of seedlings of indi-
vidual plant species in the laboratory

o all pla,nts exa.:rrined in laboratory experiments show sensitivity towards
Al at some level

o root damage on trees in laboratory experiments result in growth rate
changes

o needle loss in the freld can be connected to groï,th rate change for indi-.vidual 
trees

¡ decreased needle mass in the ûeld imply decreased growth of that stand

o trees in the field show increased needle losses in areas receiving high acid
deposition

The scope of this study was to try to link some of the pieces, in order to put
together a part of this puzzle, where many pieces a¡e available.

I

I
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Preface to the second edition

When this book appeared for the fust time in 1993, the whoie edition was
gone within two months. The report has been strongly critisized as well as
highly praised and it has initiated at least two reviews we know of (Favourable;
Cronan and Grigal 1995; Critical; Eldhuset and Nygaard, 1995)- Our goal has
been that of providing support for using limits to set levels ofno efiect, rather
than adressing level of effect, something not always realized by our critics.

In the ¡eview of seve¡al European acidifrcation resea.rch programmes, it
has concluded during review discussions that forest resea¡ch has failed to pro-
vide a conclusive link between soil acidification and forest decline parameters.
And it must be concluded that it is indeed pretty obvious that t¡ees cannot
tolerate just any level of Al concentration in the soil solution or any BC/41
ratio below those indicated by laboratory experiments. The deflnite link has
not be convincinly established, however, nor has tree vitality under field con-
ditions been successfully defined in a unique way that allows it to be measured
with any accrracy worth while. It is obvious that most researchers do thinl<
links exists, but the links have not been found yet, probably because of inad-
equate methodology. Laymen and owners of small forest properties have 1itt1e
doubt that links exist, and in qualitative terms, they appea.r to have some
understanding of it.

Nobody likes to be told that they have failed, and forest researchers are no
exception (It does not matter much that the excuses for no success so far, might
be fully valid and acceptable). Worried forest owners wants answers to their
questions, and not expla,nations why they cannot get an âriswff "just now".
The issues of soil acidity, aluminium and BC/Àl ratios have thus become by
convenience " controversial", and later confirmative ¡esults of a link will be
viewed extra critically by those who felt they were pointed out as having
''failed" at the ea¡lier attempt.

Maybe it has been premature to conclude that forest ¡esea¡chers failed
to establish the link. Maybe they did, but did not see this because of lack
of adequate methodology and eva,luation tools. Many times we could indeed
find good correlations between labvoratory data and efiects by screening the
data diferently and more critically, than the original authors and by using
non-linea¡ mathematical expressions. Fundamental was that the same theory
is consistently appJied to all available experiments.

This report has caused the initiation of several Swedish field studies that
either have the objective to sea¡ch for connections between soil acidity pa-
rameters (pH, Al, BC/Al-ratio) and tree vitality (growth, yellowing, needle
Ioss, crown thinning, sap bleeding). Maybe they will lead to useful response
expressions for field conditions, or to new explanations why such expressions
can be diferent for field conditions, or whether additional or other pa.rameters
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should be used for freld conditions. Hopefully the poor state of measuring tree
vitality can be signifrcantly improved in the future, maybe through remote
sensing technologies.

We a.re greatfirl to all those that helped us update the second edition,
and we hope it has lost some of its faults. We have proof-read it to correct
several spelling and typographical errors. Plant ecologist Gudrun Berlin of
the Depa,rtment of Plant Ecology at Lund University helped us revise all latin
names and translate all into consistent English names, as well as update any
latin name redundancies and latin name mispellings.

Our critical load mapping coÌIeague for Europe, Dr. Wim de Vries at the
Winand Staring Centre, Wageningen, Netherlands, contributed several useful
comments and thoughts, and inspired many ideas.

Prof. Dr. Dianwu Zhao of the Eco-Environmental Institute at the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China, added a Ìarge amount of new data based
on Chinese experiments, not otherwise available to us for linguistic reasons.

The main purpose of the book was always to be useful, and to be used
as a handbook to the sensitivity-numbers for difierent plants, helping those
mapping ecosystem sensitivity to soil acidification.
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3.1

1l

lntroduction

Acidification and forest damage

Observation of forest damage such as defoliation, discoloration, grov,th de-
c¡ease and tree dieback has been recorded in European forests during the
1980's and 1990's. Currentl¡ annual or periodic regional surveys of forests
health a¡e conducted and the geographical extent of forest damage is mapped
(For Germany and the United States see the review by by Krahl-Urban 19gg;
for Norway the survey of by Solberg 1gg1; A European overview is given by
Moseholm 1988; a survey of Sweden is presented by Wijk et al., 1991; some
remarks on the Canadian situation is mentioned by Tomlinson et al. 1g85; for
an ea,rly wa.rning in Germany see the work by Ulrich 1983). The acidification
of the soil has been linl<ed with acidic deposition, and changes in soil chem-
istry over time has been observed (Ulrich 1983; Chen et al. 1923; Tamm and
Hallbäcken, 1985; Johnston et al., 1986; Falkengren-Grerup, 1987; Falkengren-
Grerup et al. 1990; Warfuinge et al. 1993). Soil acidification releases Al into
the soil solution, something that was linked with forest damage, and which is
the subject of this text.

Many factors influence gro.wth and health status of trees in a forest (Fig.
1). Most of the factors a¡e related to the trees access to enetgy and nutrients,
they act as ptomotors when abundant, and retarde¡s when in short supply.
A few of them are reta¡de¡s only. Together these facto¡s determine grovth.
In a forest stand, competition betv¡een trees and with other vegetation for
resources and energy also become impoftant.

Some ofthese factors may va,ry with time, but have fairly constant average
values in the long term. Typical of such factors are temperature, water and.
light. Over very long times, factors like patogens, insects and disasters like
forest fires also will tend to even out. The variation between years may be very
large but the average over decades or centuries vary vety little, if any. This is
significant since the generation time for a tree is normally close to a century
and several generaltions is easily half a millennia. This puts great emphasis on
the long term perspective. Others many vary significantly on an annual basis
as well as they may have appeared or disappeared within a shorter timeframe.
Examples of such factor are air pollution and soil acidification. The focus of
this study is the pa.rt played by soil acidification, mainly as induced by acid
deposition.

3.2 The critical load

The critical load was defrned at the Skokloster 1988 Critical Load Workshop as:

"The maximum input of acidic deposition to an ecosystem which will
not cause long term damage to ecosystem structure and functionr',
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Temperature stress

Insect stress
Pathogen stress Growth

Figure 1: Many factors influence growth and health status of trees in a forest.
Some influence the root, others above-ground plant parts. Some of the fac-
tors a.re pa.rt of nature, others are related to the interactions of landuse and
pollution with the ecosystem.

The criticnl load, is being calculated for European forest ecosystems (Nilsson
and Grennfelt, 1988, Sverdrup and Warfuinge 1988; Sverdrup, de Vries and
Henriksen, 1990; Hettelingh et al., 1991) as well as for ecosystems in general in
Eastern Asia, and in pa.rticular China (Kuylenstierna et al., 1993; Hettelingh et
a1., 1993). Mapping of Critical Loads in Eu¡ope and Asia rests upon the ability
to be able to define at which stage acidifrcation of soils wilt affect trees, tree
growth and forest ecosystems, ground vegetation by changrng competition in
the ground flora and afiecting the growth of crop plants. The mapping exersize
in Asia encompasses very different ecosystems such as taiga, temperate forests,
borea,l deciduos forests, mediterranian woodlands, steppe, savan:rah, deserts,
alpine iandscapes, tundra, tropical forests, mangrove swamps and rain forests.
This puts a large demand on the ability to specify the chemica,l limits to soil
acidity for a very wide variety of plants and trees.

The demand for a certain reduction in deposition is linked to the elements
in the calculation of the critical load. The calculation of the critical load is
composed of a series of elements:

Foliage

:Il)
Roots

Light availabiliry
sulturdioxide---ì
Ìrrnogeno*,o", --$t-¡zone ------,--

Water stress --
Nitrogen suppty \¡
Nutrient supply ----=*
Soil aciditv



3.3 The critica,l limit

1. Assessment for an ecosystem type

2. Selection of an indicator plant specie for the ecosystem

3. Critical chemical limit for the indicator plant

4. Calculation of the critical load of acidity

5. Reduction required in present acidic deposition

Since each element in the procedure depends on the preceeding element, a
change in indicator species or chemical limit will automatically change the
required reduction. Postulating a smaf,ler required reduction is equivalent to
postulation a higher tolerance of the plant to acid deposition. Claiming trees
used as indicator species to be tolerant to Al is equivalent to demanding Ìess
reduction in the present acid deposition.

3.3 The critical limit
The calculations of critical loads involve a series of steps where for each ecosys-
tem type, an indicator plant or indicator animal species is selected (Fig. 3.
Chemical limits in terms of chemical conditions must be given for the indica-
tor species used. Calculation of critica.l loads for forest ecosystems, use trees
as indicator species. European and Asian critical load ca,lculations use the
soil solution ratio between (Ca+Me+K) and Al in the soil as the critical pa-
rameter, assuming that a limit of (Ca+Me+K)/Al>1.0 will protect the forest
ecosystem from damage. This value was first suggested by UJrich (1983) and
was first suggested used as the critical limit for critical loads by Schulze et al.,
(1987) and confirmed by the Skokloster Workshop on critical loads in 1988.
Both Ulrich and Schulze et al. published only limited amounts of data to sup-
port their conclusion. Ulrich's initial proposal was mainly supported by field
observations and the work of Rost-Siebert (1987). Our study is mainly a re-
sponse to the 1988 Skokloster decision to use BC/AI:1. The limiting value has
primarily been derived from data in the literature, where it was observed that
high Al concentrations in the soil solution afiect pla.nt uptake of base cations,
N and P or growth of seedlings (Asp and Berggren, 1990; Cronan et aJ., 19g0;
Huetterman and Ulrich, 1984; Ingestad et al., 1984; Schulze, 1987; Sverdrup
et al., 1990; Tomlinson II, 1983; Ulrich, 1984, 1985; Ul¡ich and Matzner, 1983;
Ul¡ich et al., 1984). A large amount of literatu¡e can be found on the subject,
and a comprehensive list will be given in the data section.

One of the major problems in applying the (CafMg*K)/Al-ratio to crit-
ical load calculations and estimates of soil acidification impacts on field tree
growth, has been the interpretation of laboratory bioassay results in rela-
tion to field conditions. Laboratory bioassay conditions may difier signifr-
cantly from fie1d conditions, in the field a large number of confounding factors

13
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make actual measurement of simultaneous (Ca+Mg+K)/41-ratio and growth
change notoriously difficult. Critical loads in Europe have been mapped using
(Ca+Mg+K)/Al:1.0 for a1l tree species (Sverdrup et a1. 1990; Hettelingh et
al., 1991). In Asia a variety of different values has been used, selected after
ecos),'tem tlpe and indicator plants with limiting values available. This study
elabo¡ates on the principles and preliminary results outlined in a¡r earlier study
by the Sverdrup et al., (1991). The conclusions reached in this study are based
on much more data from a wider. range of literature, and difier somev¡hat from
earlier results.

It is important to rea.lize that the limit is set from a no.efiect perspective.
Thus the limit is set at a .tralue where it is possible to say that the¡e is a
low probability of having an adve¡se effect. Several researchers have drav¡n
in doubt whether there will be a.n efiect at the values we indicate, thus im-
plying that the effect threshhold is lower. We therefore conclude that they
strongly support ou¡ conclusion that at the Al-ievels suggested by the BC/AI-
limit, there will be low probability of adverse efiects, and that the suggested
BC/Al-limit for critical load calculations gives adequate protection from soil
acidifrcation.

3.4 SMB calculation formula

The equations are derived from a from a mass balance for acidit¡ This leads
to the basic equation:

CL: ANCW _ ANCL (1)

where ANC¡7 : Alkâ,linity production due to weathering eq/ha 1'r
CL : Critical Ìoad of acidity
ANC¿ : ANC leaching

eq/ha ¡r
eqf ha yr

In this equation the limiting ANC ieaching is determined by the maximum
permitted leaching of H and 41, from a simplified expression of ANC:

ANCL: -H; - AlsL+ Q)

where Al¡, : Al leaching eq/ha ¡r
H t : H+ leaching eq/ha yr

The limiting Al-flux in the equation is determined by the molar BC/41-
ratio applied. This leads to:

¡ 'r+ BCl
(BC lAt)""il

where BC, : Base cation leaching eq/ha yr
(BC/Al)",ü : BC/AI ratio used as limit

(3)
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Stand site characteristics -
Climateconditions *Yield
Water supply conditions t Íable

Foliage growth

ll \.,1-,^
ll leffecf

Nitrosen suppry ..- ll / I

Base carion runo,rÞ n"årí I
soil aciditv 

Growth

Figure 2: Basic approach to include soil acidity feedback on uptaì<e used in
ca"lculations of critical loads in the PROFILE model. The response model used
in PROFILE is based on the results presented in this report.

The base cation leaching is calculated from a mass balance:

BC" : Bg*r."rsx') I BCD - BCu (4)

where BC¡ = Base cation deposition eqf ha yr
BCw@"trnÐ : Weathering rate of Ca*Mgf K eq/ha yr
BCu : Base cation uptake eq/ha yt

In the mass balance equation for base cations, approximatelty 30To oÍ re-
leased base cations from weathering are Na, providing no protection against
Al for plants. The production of Ca, Mg a¡d K from weathering is:

BCwe¿4sx): rsc'ANCw (5)

where xs¿ : Fraction of weathering as Ca+Mg*K 0.7
ANCw : Neutralization rate due to weathering eq/ha yr

Before calcu-lation can start, two conditions must be fulûlled. First some
base cations will escape uptake due to plant physiological limitations (2 meq/m3).
This minimum leaching can however, not be larger than what is arailable from
weathering and deposition:
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BC^i*: Q . [BC)^* (6)

Q is percoiation, [BC] is the limiting concentration for uptake, provided there
is enough, if:

BC^n l rBc. ANC7 + BCD (7)

then;
BC*¿": rsc'ANCw I BCo (8)

The other condition is that uptake cannot be la.rger tha,n what is available for
uptake, if:

BCu > rBC. ANC7 + BCD - BC^i^ (9)

then:
BCu : rBc. ANCv + BCD - BC^¿.

This Al leaching can be written as:

(10)

(11),,tt'r ., , (ru. . ANCy + BCD - BCu)
^rJL _ L.¿ ______lEcTAD_"

Operationally the H+ concentration can be calculated using the gibbsite
equation:

(12)

where Kn;aa : Gibbsite coefrcient 300 m6/eq'? (-pK(gibb):8.5)
Accordingly, the limiting H+-concentration corresponding to a certain Al

concentration in the soil is calculated from the Al3+-flux ca"lculated above.
dividing by the flow and the gibbsite coefficient:

w+t:(Wr/3

lH+ln^t:tffil'rc (13)

H, : (t.B.:nac - ANCw I BCo - BCu,,¡, 
. n--L (BC/Al).,tr . Q. Ksíhb t \ú

CL: ANCw ¡ 11.g. 
@ac' 4-NCw + BCo - BCu) \1/3 ..t2/3

tþClAt¡,,.V,* t'u

ANCW+BCD_ACU),
-----i== ^ l

By inserting the expression for the Al-limiting flux in the expression and mul-
tiplying with flow Q to get from H+-concentration to flow, we get:

(14)

The modified SMB equation for Critical load of acidity in eq/ha p thus be-
comes:

+ 1.5 , ('u"
(BC/Ar)..ü

(15)
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For many pla.nts, the BC/H ratio may be signiflcant, especially in soils
with very high content of organic material or in soils where the rooting depth
is very low. Then A1 concentrations may be very low, and the H+-ion concen-
tration wiil be the determining factor. Due to the construction of the response
mechanism, once a BC/AI limit has been established, then the same numerical
value can be applied as the limiting BC/H limit-

The limiting H+-flr:x is determined by the molar BC/H-ratio applied. This
leads to:

F. - 
BCtt;: tsclti;, (16)

The base cation leaching is calculated from a mass balance:

BCt : Bg-r""*gÐ * BCn BCu (17)

Inorganic Al is generally close to zero in peaty soils and bogs. Filling in the
equation:

CL: ANCW + HI,

give the full expression for peat and bogs:

CL: ANCw l-
0.5. (ø¡c . ANCV + BCo - BCu)

(BCIH).,tt
The factor 0.5 in Eq 24 and, L.5 in Eq. 15 derives f¡om the conversion

of critica.l loads and base cation concent¡ations in equivalents to mola¡ ratio.
The SMB equations a¡e based on the following assumptions:

o The soil profile is assumed to be one stirred tank

- The same gibbsite coefficient is assumed to apply through the soil
profile

- The weathering rate is evenly distributed over the soil proflle

- Uptake is evenly distributed over the soil proû1e

o The weathering rate is independent of chemical conditions

o The BC/Àl ratio is assumed to have a value such that the value of ANC¿
always is negative.

Most of these assumptions can be omitted by using integrated soil chemistry
models. The most frequently used model in Europe for this purpose is the
PROFILE model. It calculates the critical load over 4 soil layers in the regional
version. There a¡e several handbooks and guidance manuals available for
calculating critical loads (The Mapping Manual, UN-EC81990; The Mapping
Vademecum by Hettelingh and de Vries 1991, Mapping Critical Loads by
Sverdrup, Henriksen and de Vries 1990 as well as several reports by de Vries
and Sverdrup 1988-present)

(18)

(1e)
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4 Objectives

Qua,ntitative connections between soil state pa,rameters a¡d forest health would
be highly desirable, as they would permit quantitative assessments of potential
damage to European forests under different acid deposition scena¡ios.

The objectives of this study is to quantify and document the link be-
tween soil acidifrcation as expressed by soil solution Al-, Ca-, Mg-, K-, H-
concentrations and the soil solution (CafMg+K)/Al mola¡ ratio. The ob-
jective is to derive quantitative expressions for gror+th and mortality of trees
and pla.nts, based on soil chemistry. Specific values for different species need
to be quantified, in order to allow for ca,lculation of critical loads of acidity,
considering that difierent tree a¡d plant species may be used as indicators for
different ecosystems. Secondl¡ similar damage functions for crown thinning
and yellowing will be sought for. The relation between field observations of
forest decline and Ìesults obtained in laboratory bioassays will be investigated
for quantit ative info¡mation.

5 Basic âssumptions

It is assumed that laboratory experiments on tolerance of plants to soil Al and
acidity measure tolerance properties of diferent plant species. It is assumed
that these tolera,nce properties are applicable to the freld situation, if the
difierence in conditions between field and laboratory can be accounted for,
It is assumed that this difierence can be accounted for v¡ith soil chemistrv
models.
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Figure 4: Basic setup for observing efiect of soil acidity and Al on plant
gronih. The empirical correlations are derived by plotting observed plant
$owth against bulk BC/Al-ratio. This procedure bypass any effects taking
place in the boundary layer between the bulk of the solution and the ¡oot
surface, they are included in the co¡relation between growth versus solution
composition.

6 Data

6.1 Experimental design

À11 experiments followed the same basic outline in their setup, with a few
exceptions. The basic design is shown in Fig 4. The experimental solution
varied between the different experiments, consisting of an aqueous solution,
sometimes added as solution only, sometimes to sand culture and sometimes
a complete soil culture was used. Growth was measured directly on the plant,
the BC/AI ratio x/as va.ried in the bulk composition of the experimental solu-
tion. Thus any efiects taking place in the bounda.ry layer between the bulk of
the soÌution and the root surface, is included in the response of growth versus
solution composition.

The experiments by the Swedish researcher Göransson and his colleagues
utilized a special design, where the nutrient solution was sprayed directly on
to roots suspended in air in a chamber (Göransson and Eldhuset, 1987).



6.2 Data sources, laboratory experiments

There are some basic difirereces betrveen the difierent basic experimental
setups, and these a¡e:

r Spray culture. The plant is grown in air and the root is sprayed with the
experimental nutrient solution. The real composition of the solution film
on the roots is very difrcuit to sample and determine. Organic exudates
may build up in the very small solution volume. Experimental results

a¡e difrcult to evaluate exactly and are very difficult to extrapolate to
fie1d conditions.

o Hydroponic culture. Organic plant exudates may build up in the solution
during long experiments and slowly complex the Al added. Extrapola-
tion to field conditions difficult.

¡ Sand culture. Sand culture experiments are often drained and organic
plant exudates may be efrciently removed. The soil solution ca¡ be

excactly determined. May sometimes be extrapolated to fleld conditions.

Can be artitcially infected with mycorrhiza.

o Soil culture. The added solutions change due to soil reactions and ion
exchange. The solution used for watering as well as the soil solution must

be analysed regula.rly. Drainage allow organic exudates to reach steady

state concentrations which may be estimated or measured. Can be a¡tifi-
cially infected with mycorrhiza. The results can readily be extrapolated
to fleld conditions.

Experience ftom reviewing results show that results ftom hydroponic cul-

ture, sand culture and soil culture are generally consistent, and often quanti-
tatively very simila,r. The spray culture experiments generally give large prob-
lems when an evaluation relevant to ûeld conditions is wanted. Assumptions

that cannot be checked must be made. For more details on individual experi
mental designs, we would like to refer to the individua,l published reports. As

always, some reports describe the experimental methods very carefully and

clea.rl¡ while others leave the reader none the wiser.

6.2 Data sources, laboratory experiments

Data on the reaction of diferent plants to soil chemistry was taken ftom the
Iiterature, and in several cases, data was further evaluated before use. Most of
the data have been derived f¡om pot experiments with seedlings and juvenile

plants, and related to root growth and measurements of root length increase

after certain time intervals in the experiment. Observations of growth changes

from the freld could be puzzled together with soil chemistry data ftom inde-
pendent studies from the same sites, in order to create the whole picture for

2L
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several sites. Mitchell (1977) and Poluin (1980) was consulted on classiflca-
tion of difierent tree species. The data for each type of plant, was taken from
the following references:

o Norway spttce (Picea abies), red. spruce (Picea rubens), black spruce
(Picea mariana), white sprrce (Picea glauca); silkz spntce (Pi,cea
sitchensi,s);

Abrahamsen, 1984; Arp and Quimet, 1986; Asp et al., 1988; Evers 1983;
Gobran et al., 1991; Godbold and Huette¡man, 1986; Göransson and
Erikson, 1991; Göransson and Eldhuset 1991; Haus et al., 1988; Haus
a,nd Ulrich, 1988; Hutchinson et al., 1986; Huetterma.n and Rost-Siebert,
1984; Ingestad et a1., 1984; Johnson, 1988; Joslin and Wolfe, 1988,
1989a, b; Keltjens and Loenen, 1989; Markkonen-Spiecker, 1985; Mc-
Cormac and Canavera, 1980; McCormack and Steiner, 1978; van Praag
and.Weissen, 1985; van Praag et al., 1985; Quattie and Schier, 1990; Re-
hfuess, 1988; Ryan et al., 1986; Rodhe, 1987; Rost-Siebert, 1983; Ryan,
1985, 1986; Schier, 1984; Schulze, 1987; Schulze et aJ., 1989; Smit et al.,
1987; Spicker, 1990; Steiner 1978; Stienen and Bauch, 1988; Sumner et
al, 1987; Tischner 1983; Ulrich, 1983, 1984, 1987; Ulrich et al., 1984;
Tomlinson II, 1983; Ul¡ich and Matzner, 1983.

o Silve¡ fir (Abi,es alba), fraser fir(,Aóries fraseri), balsam fir(Abies balsamea),
faber frr(Abies fabri)i
Becker, 1991; Bonneau, 1991; Bruck, 1988; Cronan et al, 1989; Entry et
aJ., 1987; Haus and Ulrich, 1988; Krahl-Urban et al. 1988; Ma, 1991;
Rehfuess, 1988; Schier, 1984.

o Scots pine (Pinus syluestris), armand pine (Pinus armand,iri), iack pine
(Pinus banlesiana), white pine (Pi,nus strobus), loblolly pine (Prinzs
taed,a), aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis), masson pine (Pinus rnas soni,i),
monterey pine (Pinus rad,i,ata), pitch pine (Pi,nus rigida), Iot.ry.leaf
pine (Pi,nus palustris), slash pine (Pinus elliottü), sand pine (Pinzs
clausa), scntb pine (Pinus uirgi,ni,ana);

Barna¡d et al, 1989; DeWald et a1., 1990; Driscoll et al., 1985; Göransson
and Eldhuset 1987; Göransson and Erikson, 1991; Jordan et al., 1990;
Johnson and Taylor, 1989; Humpreys and Truman, 1963, Hutchinson
et al., 1986; Keltjens and r.an Loenen, 1989; Kowalkowski, 1987; Ma,
1991; MacDonald et al., 1986; McCormick and Steiner, 1978; Matziris
and Nakos, 1978; Nosko et a1., 1988; Schädele et aJ., 1986; Ryan et al.,
1986; Tepper et al., 1989; Tlumân et al., 1986, \Milliams, 1982.

o Western hemlo ck (T suga heteropågllo), douglas fir (P seud,otsuga menzi,esi,i),
larch (Larix decid,ua); western red cedar (Thuja pticata), northern
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v¡hite ceda¡ (Thjua occid,entalis); manda.rin fir (Cunninghamia lanceolata),
Chinese fir (Schima superba);

Keltjens and van Loenen, 1989; Kowdkowski, 1987; Ryan et al., 1986a,

b; Smit et al, 1989. Liao and Chen, 1991.

¡ Silver bi¡ch (Betula pendula), yellow birch (Betula alleghani,ensis),
paper birch (Betula papgriJero), European beech (Fagus sgluatica),
American beech (Fagus grandi f olia), white willow (Salir alba), oak
(Quercus robur), pin oak (Quercus palustris), red oak (Quercus rubra),
Europea.n alder (Alnus glutinosa), aspen (Populus trernula), honey
locrtst (Gled,ì,tsi,a tri,achantos), autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata),
sugar maple (Acer saccharum), heather (Calluna uulgaris), European
elder or black elder (Satnbucus nigra), rhododendron (Rhododend,ron
ponticum), rowal (Sorbus aucupari,a),, hornbeam (C arpi,nus betulus)
Norway maple (Acer platanoid,es), small-leaved lirr'e (Tilia cord,ata),
white ash (Frarinius ercelsi,or);

Asp and Berggren, 1990; Cronan et a1, 1989; Gobran et a1., 1991; Göransson
and Eldhuset, 1987; Hutchinson et aJ., 1986; Kelly et a1., 1990; Keltjens
and van Loenen, 1989; Kirkpatrick et al., 1975; Matzner et al., 1986; Mc-
Cormick and Steiner 1978; McCormick and Amendola, 1983; Neiztschke
and Runge 1985; Persson and Majdi, 1991; Powers, 1927; van Praag and
Weissen, 1985; van Praag et al., 1985; Rasmussen, 1986; Rost-Siebert,
1984; Steiner et al., 1979, 1984; Schädele et aI., 1986, Sucof et al., 1987,

1990; Tepper et al., 1989; Tyler 1987; Thornton et al., 1986a,b, 1990;

Ulrich, 1987; Wittig; 1986; Wolfe and Joslin, 1989.

c Teak (Tectona grand,is), peanh (Prunus persica), sweel otange (Citrus
sini,cu,m),Iemon (Citrus li,mone), Japanese mandarin (Citrus natsudaid,ai),
cotton (Gossgpi,um hir sutum), cofree (C o f f ea arabi,ca), grapira (Guapira
ol f er siana), euca,lyptus (Eucalgptus gurnmi, f era), grape wine (Vitis
uini f era); tea (Camelli,a sinensis);

Adams and Lund, 1966; Drechsel, 1987; Edwards et aJ., 1976; Forsline,
1983; Haas, 1966; Hue et aJ., 1986; Konishi et al., 1985; Liebig et al.,
1942; Lin and Myhre, 1989; Mullette, 1974; Pavan and Bingham, 1982;

Pavan et al., 1982; Sanhueza et al., 1988; Worku et al 1982; Yokomizo
and Isha.ra, 1973.

o Heath rush (Jzncls squarrosus), False brome (Bra,chApod,ium syluatiatm),
Wavy hair-grass (Deschampsia Jleruosa), Tufted hair-grass (Deschampsi,a
cespitosa), Upright brome (Bromus erectus), Lesser hairy brome (Bromus
benekenä,), Yorkshire fog (H olcus lanatus), Redtop (Agrostis stoloni f era),
Common Bentr (Agrosti,s capillaris), Crab grass (Digi,taria), P"emote
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sed.ge (C erer rem,oúa), Kentucky bluegrass or Smoth meadow-grass (Poo
pratensis), Annual meadow-grass (Poa annua), Wood meadow-grass
(Poa netnoral,is), Swe; " Storgröe" (Poa remota), Swe;"Tïampgröe"
(Poa supina), Meadow foxtail (Alopecurus prartensis), Meadow fesate(Festuca
pratensi,s), Perenial ryegrass (Loli,um perenne) 

1

Andersson and Brunet, 1993; Gilbert and Pember, 1934; Hackett, 1965;
Helyar and Andersson, 1971; Mclean and Gilbert 1927; Pegtel, 1987;
Runge, 1986; Rode, 1988; Rorison, 1985; Rengel and Robinson 1.990a,
b; Schuurkes et al., 1986; Va¡co and Sa,rtain, 1988.

r Arnika (Arni,ca montana) , American cranb erry (V accin'iutn rnacr ocarpron) ,

loxglove (Digi,tali,s purpurea), majora,ur (Origanum uulgare), wood,
avens (Geurn urbanum), wall lettuce (Mycelis murati,s), heath bed-
stuaw (Galiurn saxatile), sweet woodrufi (Galium od,oratum), may lily
(Mai,anthemum bif oli,um, wood sorrel (Otalis acetosella), chichweed
(Trientalis europøe¿), yellor¡¡ \,vood anemone (Anemone ranunculoid,es),
wood anemone (Anemone nemorosa), lily-of-the-vaJley (C onuallari,a
ma jali,s), rc;rrsons (Allium ursi,nzrn), wild strawb erry (Fragaria uesca),
ztgzag clover (Tri, J oli,um medium), alfalfa (M edimgo satiua va¡. fal-
cata), alfalfa or black medick (M edicago satiua var. lupalina), cowslip
(Prin ula ueri,s), columbine (Aquilegia uul garis), peach-leaved bellflower
(C ampanula persicif oli,a), wood leek (Alliurn allnm), common r,alerian
(V aleriana of f ici,nalis), common dandelion (Tarazaatm of f ici,nale),
autumnal hawkbìt, (Leontodon autumnalis), chickweed (Steltaria rnedia),
mouse-ear chickweed (C erastium fontanum), selfheal (Prunelta uulgaris),
yellow bristle-grass (S etaria pumila):

Andersson 1993; Gilbert and Pember, 1934; Medappa and Dana, 1970;
Pegtei, 1987; Powers, 1927; Pratt, 1966; Rode, 1988; Runge, 1986.

¡ Wheat (Triticum aestiuum), rye (Secale cereale), baùey (Hord,eum
uulgare) ùce (Orgza saúiua), sorghum (Sorghum saúit-,a), sweet corn
or maize (Zea mays), bush vetch (Vi,cia sepi,um), horse bean (Vi,cia
/aäa), cowpea (Vigni,a unguiculaóa), subterranean clover (Tri, f oti,um
subterraneum), white clover (Tri,J olium repen s), yellow lupin (Lupi,nus
luteus), alfalfa (M ed,icago sati,ua), soya bean (Glycine rnar); garden
lettrce (L atu ca s at i u a) :

Ahmad and Tan, 1986; Andrew et al, 1973; Aniol, 1983; Alva et al.,
1985, 1986a, b; Cambraia et al., 1983; Enyedi and Kuja, 1986; Grauer
and Horst, 1990; Gilbert and Pember, 1934; Guerrier, 1982; Howeler and
David, 1975; Horst et al, 1983; Horst und Göppel, 1986; Hutchinson et
al, 1986; Jarvis and Hatch, 1986; Lee and Pritchard, 1984; Matsumoto
and Yamaya, 1986; Moore and Patrick, 1989; Moore et al, 1990; Moore
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and Patrick, 1989; Noble et al., 1988a, b; Parker et al., 1988a, b, 1989;

Pegtel, 1986; Ragland and Coleman, 1959; Rengel and Robinson, 1989;

Suhayda and Haug, 1986; Schuurkes et al, 1986; Varco and Sartain, 1986;

Wright et a.1., 1989.

Information of a more general type was derived from Kandler and Miller,
1991; Kowalkowski 1987; Ba,rnard et al 1990. Several of the studies cited
above, compare gron'th and gro*'th reductions to Al soil solution concentra-
tions only. When one investigator reports significant growth changes at 2.5

mg/I, whereas another reports no change until 15 mg/l Àl or more, then this
difference can often be traced back to difierences in Ca, Mg and K concentra-
tions ofthe soil solution ofthe bioassay. More often than not, K concent¡ations
will be several orders of magnitude la,rger than seen in nature. This is caused

by the use of"Ingestad ideâl nutrient solutions" or similar compositions, rather
than something similar to the natural soil solution composition. This impÌies
that K concentrations may be in the range of 5-20 mg/I, wheras in the soil,
more than I-2 mgll is seldomly observed. It is a consistent pattern that the
growth efiect expressed as a function of (Ca+Me+K)/Al ratio instead of Ai
concentration a.lone will generally remove most of the difference between such

studies on the same plant species.

Several Asian trees have been screened for soil acidity sensitivity by Chi-
nese researchers. The screening has been based on field surveys and estimates
ofvisible damage (needle loss and discoloration) as well as experimental bioas-
says. These experiments and results have not been published in the West, but
the Chinese Academy of Science made transcripts of the reports in Chinese

Ianguage with the results available to this study. The study involve 89 major
tree species occurring throughout Far East Asia. (We have not been able to
determine the English name for all of them). The study is especially valuable
as it covers species not covered in any other stud¡ it conserns Asian trees,
and because it is to a large degree based on field studies of actual damage to
trees in a¡eas afiected by acid rain a¡rd soil acidification.

6.3 Data quality

Several of the data sets used come from experiments not completeiy controlled
in all conditions or with the experimental design not fully described in the liter-
ature. It must therefore be cautioned that al1 data a¡e not of the same quality
and accurac¡ and the uncertainties involved are in many cases completely
unknown. The grolt'th rate information is a mixture of data from seedling
experiments in real soil in pots, from sand culture experiments, from seedlings

in nutrient solution and young plants in pots. Root growth is both root elong-
ination and root weight increment. Most of the bioassay experiments used
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nutrient solutions v¡ith Ca+Mg+K concentrations in the range of either 0.1-
0.3 mMol/l or around 1-3mMol/1, corresponding to 4-16 nllg/l expressed as Ca
respectively 40-160 mg/l as Ca. In the ûeld, most podzols and soils with pH
below 5.5 seldom exceed a concentration of 0.3 mMol/l of CafMgfK in the
soil solution, 0.03-0.05 mmol/l is rather typical. For spruce and other plants
that follow the valence unspecific mechanism, these experimental difierences
a¡e of minor importance. But for deciduous trees a¡rd pines, the efiect of the
Ca*Mg*K concentration on the damage function must be considered when
the results are elraluated.

The numbe¡ of plants used in the studies are not always specified. For
several species, the response isotetms are results ftom tests on a large number
of plants, fo¡ the most important european trees examples include: Norway
spruce n>3,800, red spruce n>800, white spruce n)800, black spruce n)800,
ioblolly pine n>1,000, scots pine n>3,800, jack pine n>1,600, aleppo pine
n>390; beech n>500. The available information has been listed in Tabs. 2-8.
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Coniferous trees

Reference

Ma.rkonen-Spiecker, 1986

Tischne¡ et a,1., 1983

McDonald et al., 1986

Hutchinson et a.1., 1986

Keltjens and van Loenen, 1989

Tluman et al., 1986

Asp et al., 1988

ra,n Praa,g and Weissen, 1985

Ohno et al., 1990
Schädele et al., 1986

McOormick et al, 1978

Humpreys and Tfuman, 1964

Arp and Quimet, 1986

Willia,ms, 1985

Rost-Siebe¡t, 1985

Hütte¡man âr¡d Ubich, 1983

Ilvesniemi, 1991
Liao and Chen, 1990

A¡ovaa¡a and llvesniemi 1990
Gii¡anson and Eldhuset 1991

Evers, 1983

Deciduous t¡ees

(Ca+Mg{K) Refe¡ence
mmol/l

(Ca+Mg+K)
mmol/l

2.2 Thornton et al., 1989 O.25

1.65 Sucofi et al., 1989 0.1-0.8
0.2-0.5 Vy'olfe and Joslin, 1989 0.1-8.7
0.27-1,.7 Gö¡anson and Eldhuset 1987 0.219

0.6 Pa\ìaÃ et al., 1983 0.07-7.0
0.45 Thorûton et aI., 1990 0.75
0.2 Thornton et al., 1991 0.75

7.45-2.9 r'a.n Praag and Weissen, 1985 7.45-2.9
0.21-0.31 Edwards et al., 1976 1.0

12.0 DeWald et a1., 1990 0.6-1.5
4 McCo¡¡nick a.nd Steiner, 1978 4
7.0 Adams and Lund 1966 0.25-5.0
2.0 Neitschke and Runge, 1985 0.025-0.5

0.12-0.5 Mulette, 1975 0.75

0.05-5.0 Rost-Siebert, 1985 0.05-5.0
1.63 Haa,s, 1934 6.0

0.1-1.0 Yokomizu and Ishihara, 1973 2.7

0.3-3.0 Kruger and Sucofi, 1987 0.005-0.25
7.52-0.152 A¡ovaa¡a a¡d llvesniemi 1990 L.52-0.152

0.04 Leibig et al, 1942 5.0
4.17 Hütterma¡t a,nd Uì¡ich, 1983 1.63

Hue et a1., 1986 0.25

McCo¡mick and Amendola, 1983 4

Steiner et al., 1980, 1984 4

Table 1: Concentrations of Câ+Mg+K used in some of the laboratory as-

say expedments. The values for conifers range fÌom 0.2 to L2 mmol/l: for

deciduous trees from 0.005 to 7.0 mmol/L
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Refe¡ence Tlee species

Göra¡rsson and Eldhuset, 1991 Norway spruce 1540
van Pra.ag and Weissen, 1985 Norway spruce 2l
Tischner et al., 1983 Norway sptuce 160
Evets, 1983 Norway spruce 80
Ma.rkkonen-Spiecker, 1986 Norway spruce 250
Spiecker, 1985 Norway spruce, field 40
Landmann, 1990, Becker 1991, Bonneau 1991 Norway spruce, freld 1,000
Söderbe¡g, 1993 Norway spruce, ûeld 16,375
Asp and et al., 1988 Norway spruce 36
Ilvesoiemi, 1992 Norway spruce L250
A¡o'"aa¡¿ and llvesniemi, 1990-1 Norway spruce 360
A¡ovaa¡a a¡d Ilvesniemi, 1990-2 Norway spruce 45
A¡ovaa¡a and llvesniemi, 1990-3 Norway spruce 45
Hutchinson et al., 1986 Ræd spruce 42O
McQuattie and Schie¡, 1990 Red spruce 32
Râyna,l et al., 1990 Red spruce 160
Schie¡, 1985 Red spruce 57
Hutchinson et a.1., 1986 Black spruce 420
Hntchinson et aJ., 1986 White spn¡ce 420
Nosko et al., 1988 White spruce 85
Ryan et al. 1986 Sitka spruce 726
Spiecker, 1985 Silver fir, field 40
Landmann, 1990, Becker, 1990 m.m. Silver fir, field 1,000
Schie¡, 1985 Ba,lsam fi¡ 25
Liao a¡¡d Chen, 1991 Schimía fu 80
Liao and Chen, 1991 Manda¡in fu 80
KeltjeDs â,rrd van Loenen, 1989 La¡ch 105
Keltjens and wan Loenen, 1989 Douglas fir 105
Ryan et â1. 1986 Douglas fir 726
Ryan et al. 1986 Westera hemlock 126
Rya¡ et a.l. 1986 -Western 

¡ed ceda¡ 126

BC/AI
levels

6
4
4
4
4
3

3
5/10'

4
10

6
15

15

6
4
5

5

6
4
I
3
3

5

Table 2: Examples of number of conifers used in the experiments (n) and
number of BC/AI used in the experiments fo¡ difierent types of coniferous
trees. (*;levels of needle loss)
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Reference

Gó¡a.nsson and Eldhuset, 1991

Keltjens and van Loenen, 1989

Ilvesniemi, 1992

A¡ovaa¡a and Ilvesoiemi, 1990-1
A¡ovaa¡a and llvesniemi, 1990-2

Arovaa¡a and llvesniemi, 1990-3
Tischner et al., 1983

McCormick and Steiner, 1978

Söderberg, 1993

Hutchinson et aI., f986
McDonald et â1., 1986

Hutchinson et al., 1986
Mâtzids and Nâkos
Jo¡dan, 1985

R-aynal et al., 1990

Schädele et al., 1986

Humphreys and Tluman, 1964

Paganelli et al. 1987

Williams, 1982
Williams, 1982

Williams, 1982
McOo¡mick and Steine¡, 1978

McCo¡mick and Steiner, 1978

Humphreys and lYumân, 1964

\trilliams, 1982

Humphreys and Tluman, 1964

Scots piûe 1540

Scots pine 105

Scots pine 7250
Scots pine 360
Scots pine 45
Scots pine 30
Scoìs pine 160

Scots pine l2O
Scots pine, field 15,600
Jack pine 42O

Jack pine I,296
White pine 42O

Aleppo pine 390
Loblolly pine, field 200

Loblolly pine 160
Loblolly pile 168
Loblolly pine 10

Loblolly pine 230
Loblolly pine 100

Sand pine 100

Longleaf pine 100

Pitch pine 120
Scrub pine 720
Monterey pine 153
Slash pine 100

Slash pine 39

1Ìee species BClAr
levels

6
7

10

6
15

10

4
10

5/10.
6

5
6

6

5
5

5
10
10

5

5

5

Table 3: Examples of number of pine used in the experiments (n) and num-
ber of BC/Ài used in the experiments for difierent types of coniferous trees.
(*;levels of needle loss)
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Ræfe¡ence

Keltjens and wan Loenen, 1989
Gö¡ansson a.nd EÌdhuset, 1987
Steire¡ et al., 1980
Steiner et al., 1984
McOo¡mick a¡rd Steher, 1978
McCo¡mick and Amendola, 1978
McCo¡mick and Steiner, 1978
McCo¡mick and Steine¡, 1978
Keltjens and vao Loenen, 1989
DeWatd et al., 1990
Thornton et al., 1989
McCormick and Steiûe¡, 1978
McCo¡mick and Steiner, 1978
van Pra,ag and Weissen, 1985
Thornton et al., 1989
Neitztshe and Runge 1985
Thornton et al., 1986
Steine¡ et al., 1984
Steiner et aI., 1984
McCormick a¡d SteiDer, 1978
Sucotr et al., 1989
Wolfe and Joslh, 1989
Thornton et aÌ., 1985
Schädele et al., 1986
McCormick a¡d Steiner, 1978
Powers, 1926
Lin and Mybre, 1990
Ha¿s 1937
Liebig et ê1., 1942
Hueh et al., 1986
Parãn el al., 1982
Pavan et al-, 1983
Konishi et al. 1985
Dreclsel et al., 1991
Drechsel et al., 1991
Mulette, 1975
KiÌkpat¡ic et al., 1976
Edwards et al., 1976

Tlee species

Bi¡ch
Bi¡ch
Paper birch
Paper birch
Paper birch
Paper birch
Gray birch
Yellow bi¡ch
European oak
Red oak
Red oa,k

Ræd oa.k
Pin oa.k
European beech
Europea,n beech
Europen beech
Sugar maple
Popula.r
Popula.r
AÌde¡
lloney locust
Hooey locust
Honey locust
Honey locust
Autumn olive
Rhododend¡on
Citrus, ffeld
Cit¡us
Citrus
Cotton, field
Cofiee
Cofiee
Tea
Liberia teak, field
Benin teak; field
Eucaiyptus
Peach
Pear:h

n

105

840
r62
27

r20
24

720
r20
105

40
100
r20
720
101

60
720
100

24
720
t32
243
100

r44
720

5
225
105

24
96
30

27

40
40
50
40

BCIAI
levels

7
I
I
3

10
4

10
10

7
5

10

4
16

4
7

10

5

7
4
6

4
10
10

Table 4: Examples of number of plants used in the experiments a¡rd number
of BC/AI used in the experiments for difierent types of deciduous ttees and a
few ground vegetation species.
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Refe¡ence

R,ode, 1988

Pegìel, 1987
Rþde, 1988
Hackett, 1965
Ro¡ison, 1985
Ilackett, 1965

Hackett, 1965

Hackett, 1965
Rode, 1988

Va¡co and Sârtain, 1966

Rengel and Robinson, 1990
Helyar and Anderson, 1972

Rorison, L985

Rorison, 1985

Andersson a¡d BÌunet, 1993

Ande¡sso¡ a¡d Brunet, 1993

Gilbe¡t and Pembe¡, 1934

Gilbe¡t and Pember, 1934

GilbeÌt and Pember, 1934

Gilbert a,nd Pember, 1934

Gilbed and Pember, 1934

Mclean a¡d Gilbert, 1927

Helyar and Anderson, 1972
Mclean and Gilbe¡t. 1927

Species

Juncus
Deschampsia
Descha,mpsia
Descha,ûtpsiâ,

Descha,rnpsia
Alopecurus
Festuca
Lolium
Ca¡ex
Poa
Aanual ryegrass
Perennial ryegrass
IIoIcus
Bromus
Bromus-BC/Al
Bromus-BC/H
Smooth crabgrass
Rough crabgrass
Kentucky bluegrass
A$ostis
A$ostis
Agrostis
Phala¡is
Phala¡is

Number BC/AI
of plants levels

96

96
96

L34
t44
45
45
45
96
72

80
144
r44

8
5

2ro

60

36
24
80
24

6

6

72
4
3

3

3
6

I
3
I
4

4
270
135

Table 5: Exampl.es of number of plants used iû the experiments and number

of BC/41 used in the experiments for difierent types of grass species'
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Refe¡ence

Medappa and Danna 1970
Rode, 1988

Rode, 1988
Andersson, 1993
Rode, 1988
Rode, 1988
Rode, 1988
R¡de, 1988
Gilbert a.nd Pember, 1934
Gilbert and Pember, 1934
Gilbert and Pember, 1934
Gilbert and Pembe¡, 1934
Gilbe¡t and Pember, 1934
Powe¡s, 1926
Pegtel, 1987
Andersson, 1993

Hutchinsor et aÌ., 1986
Hutchinson et al., 1986

Species

Vaccinium
Heathe¡
G¿lium
Galium
Digitalis
Origanum
Geum
MyceÌis
Mouse-ea¡ chickweed
Chickweed
Dandelion
Hâ$¡kbit
Selfheal
Spealmint
Arnica
Allium

Cladina
Pleu¡ozium

Number BC/AI
of plants levels

270

96
96

6
96
96

96

96
96
90
96

r44
54
24
24
4

i80
180

I
6
6

6

5
4
4

160

6

6

Table 6: Examples of number of plants used in the experiments a"rrd number
of BC/AI used in the experiments for difierent types of ground. vegetation
species.
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Refe¡ence

Aniol, 1983

Ahmad and Tan, 1986

Pa¡ker et al., 1989

Wight et a1., 1989

Mclean and Gilbe¡t, 1927

Horst urrd Göppel, 1986

Ho¡st und Góppel, 1986

Mclean and Gilbert, 1927

Moo¡e et al., 1990, More and Pat¡ick, 1989

HoweÌer and Cadavid, 1976

Mclean and Gilbert, 1927

Ligon and Pierre, 1932

Gue¡rier, 1982
Alva et al., 1986
Parker et al., 1989

Ahma.d and Tan, 1986

AIva et al., 1986

Andrew et al., 1973

Mclean a¡d Gilbert' 1927
Mclea,o and Gilbert, 1927

Ligon and Pierre, L932
Horst et a,1., 1983

Species Number BC/AI
of plants levels

Wheat 288
Wheat 80
Wtreâ,t 64

Wheat 100

Barley 30
Ba,rley 36

Ry. 36
Rye 60
Rice, freld 88,000
Rice 100,000
Sorghum 30

So¡hum 54
Sorghum 732
Soya 400
Soya 32

Soya 80
Soya 72O

Soya 96

Oats 60
Co¡n I
Co¡n 54
Cowpea 144

I
4
4

20
4
6

6
4

10

4
4
5

6

20

Table 7: Examples of number of pla.nts used in the expeliments a,rrd number

of BC/41 used in the experiments for different t¡pes of crops'
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Ræference

Alva et a.1., 1986
Helyar and Aaderson, 1972
Helyar and Anderson, 1972
Jarvis and Hatch, 1986
Lee and Pritchard, 1984
Porvers, 1926
A¡rd¡ew et ¿1., 1973
Andrew et aì., 1973
Andrew et al., 1973
Alva et aì., 1986
Helya¡ and Ande¡son, 1972
Andrew et aÌ., 1973
Andrew et al., 1973
Powers, 1926
A¡d¡ew et a,1., 1973
Andrew et al., 1973
Horst und Gòppel, 1986
Hoßt und Göppel, 1986
AlvÞ, et al., 1986
Brown el al., 1950
Brown et al., 1950
Piere ând Stuart, 1932
Ligon and Pierre, 1932
Mclean a¡rd Gilbert, 1927
Mclea,n and Gilbert, 1927
Mclean and Gilbert, 1927
Mclean a.nd Gilbeft, 1927
Mclean a.nd Gilbe¡t, 1927
Mclean and Gilbert, 1927
Andrew et al., 1973
Andrew et aJ., 1973
Andrew et al., 1973
Andrew et aÌ., 1973
Powe¡s, 1926

Species

Subte¡¡anean clove¡
Subte¡¡anean clover
White clove¡
White clove¡
White clove¡
Alsike clove¡
Simple clover
Rueppel clover
White clove¡
AlÍalfa
alfâlfa
Temperate alfalfa
TYopical aìfalfa
Alfalfa
Alfa.lfa
Alfalfa
l{orse bean
Yellow lupin
Sunflowe¡
Potatoes
Tomatoes
Garden lettuce
Ga¡den lettuce
Ga¡den lettuce
Beets
Caûots
R¿dish
T\rrnip
Cabbage
Desmodium
Macroptilium
Lotononis
Stylosanthes
vetch

Number BC/AI
of plants levels

400
80
80

360
28
4

96
96
96

400
80
96
96
16
96
96
24
24

400
16

16

a
54

732
40
10

6

5
40
96
96
96
96
20

4
20

8
4
4
4
4

4
6

6
20

Table 8: Examples of number of plants used in the experiments and number
of BC/AI used in the experiments for difierent tlpes of crops.
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Uptake of any nutrients to plants is a multi-stage processes. Several difierent

t¡pes of processes a,re involved, and the slowest step in the process chain will
dete¡mine the total uptake rate. The rate limiting step may difier for the

same plant, depending on the conditions. For plant growth Liebi'gts l¿t¿ must

be obeyed; The nutrient in least supply will determine the maximum grot'th

rate G*",. Several efiects are additive, the actions of nutrients, water and

chemistry:
G^",: f (Nutr) ' s(Water) ' j (C hemistrv) (20)

where /(Nzúr) is the action of nutrient avalabilit¡ g(W ater) is the action

of water availability on root function a¡rd soil avaliabilit¡ and j (Chemistrg)

the effect of soil chemistry. The nutrient limitation is given by a fuaction of

different types of nutrient and water as a nutrient:

(21)

u¿ is the content of the nutrient i (base cation, nitrogen, water, trace

elements) in the tree. W is weathering, D is deposition and L is runoff Con-

sumption from intermittent storage such as ion exchange or soil moisture is

excluded, since such sources are not sustainable. If the amount required by

the plant is less than the amount available, then the function has the ralue 1,

and this nutrient will not limit gtowlh. g(Water) is the efrciency function of

the root dependent on water, it has the form of a Freundlich isotherm'

Growth of plants and production of biomass is directly proportional to

nutrient uptake, since difierent elements are incorporated in biomass in rel-

atively fixed concentrations and proportions. Under normal undisturbed or

unpolluted ecosystem conditions, plant grotth is mainly determined by wa-

ter, nitrogen, temperature or light availability.
In terms of the uptake process flowchart in Fig. 5, it can be seen that water

availability influences soil solution concentrations and mass flow as well as sap

flow in the plant. Under ra.re optimat tight, water and temperature conditions,

growth may consume nutrients to the degree where diffusion in the root vicinity
can become rate limiting. Root ion exchange of nutrients is normally not

rate limiting in normal soil conditions, with little anthropogenic acidifrcation'

For most natural European forests, the normal condition is that the forest

should be nitrogen limited. Then N availability in the soil solution and the

solute flow ofN v¡ill be the growth rate limiting step. Historically, N input to

European forest ecosystems were 1/5 to 1/10 of the present 1990 input' Base

cations under most conditions are available in sufrcient suppìy However,

under soil acidification conditions, other positively charged ions besides Ca,
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Difitsioû Ion Enzymatic
in stagrant exchange Fansport
¡oot zoDe to ¡oot through

surface cellula¡
r , . .= 

-._- 
ûembratres

=;lth-I ot r.o o*"* rro - !

Figure 5: Uptake of nutrients necessary for growth of plants occur through
a series of processes, each of which may be rate limiting, depending on the
conditions in the soil and the geometry of the root bounda.ly layer.

Mg and K start to appear in the soil solution in high concentrations (Al, H,
Fe), and the ratio of these ions to base cations and P is greatly changed. The
changed solution concentrations and ion ratios wili ¡esult in a difierent surface
composition of adsorbed ions on the root surfaces. The transport mechanisms
taking ions through the root membrane iûto the sap in the root, depend on
the availability of necessary nutrient ions on the outer su¡face of the root
membranes. With upta.ke of base cations like Ca or Mg severely restricted due
to low ¡oot surface concentration, uptake of base cations and phosphorus may
become growth limiting instead of nitrogen.

Fig. 6 show a conceptual model for tree growth a process. According to
this view, maximum gronth is ultimately limited by plant physiology. The
first regulator of gronth is light, since this is significant for total energy avail-
able to the plant. Temperature will modify the chemical processes involved in
photosynthesis and energy conversion. Water will afiect the efrciency of the
root appa.ratus as well as transport of substance internally in the plant. These
factors will modify physiological maximum grorth to a maximum possible
growth given the light, temperature and water conditions. Availability of nu-
trients as applied in " Liebigts lau" regulates potential growth to real growth,
ignoring environmental reta,rding efects. Under acidification, soil aluminium
and acidity may further limit growth.

Soil
solution
flow

ll

saP

flow
ifI
root

ïïililt



Light Temperature Water

POTENTTAL
FORGROV/TH

REAL
GROWTH

POSSIBLE
GROWTH

Effects of
soil aluminium
and acidity

Nutrients

Figure 6: Conseptual model for tree growth a,fi a process According to this

view, growth is ultimately limited by plant physiology. The frrst regulator of

growbh is light, since this is signifrcant for total energy available to the plant'

Temperature will modify the chemical processes involved in photosynthesis

and energy conversion' Water will afiect the efrciency of the root appara-

tus as well as transport of substance internally in the pla;nt' These factors

will modify physiological maximum grot'th to a maximum possible growth

given the light, temperature and water conditions. Availability of nutrients

as applied in " Liebigt s lau-r" regulates potential growth to real growth, ignor-

ing environmental retarding efiects. Under acidiûcation, soil aluminium and

acidity may further limit gron'th.
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7.1 Earlier model approaches considered

Ea¡lier models for tree growth (Ågren, 1983; Aber et al., 1991; van Da,m,
1992; Nye and Tinker, 1977) have tended to model growth as a function of
mass flow a,nd availability of nitrogen, wate¡ and light. This concept will work
well in forest stands only afected by such factors, untouched by pollution or
large soil chemistry changes over time. The light/nitrogen limitation concept
has however failed to predict or explain forest decline caused by soil acidifica-
tion, due to the fact that important processes and couplings to soil chemistry
a,re missing in these ea¡lier models. Incorporating such connections lead to
predictive capability concerning soil acidifraction efiects (Bossel et al., 1g85).

The concept of Nye and Tinì<er (1977) assumes ion exchange at the root
surface to be the step preceding uptake. The next step is uptake of adsorbed
ions from the root surface according to flrst order o¡ Michaelis-Menten kinetics:

hr:k^^' Xec
': K"' x"" + K, Q2)

Uptake ftom theouter root surface through the cell wall into the plant is ac-
tively regulated by the plant. But transport from the bulk of the liquid to the
outer root surface is passive with respect to the plant and governd by physical
prosesses such as flow, convection and difiusion. Combining this with sur-
face concentration control by ion exchange as outlined earlier, or by a simple
Langmuir a.d.sorption isotherm for base cation adsorption:

Ad* s6 : Ad,s^., . @#L^, (23)

We can derive an uptake expression, used by several authors earlier (Nye
and Tinker, 1977; Gherini et al., 1990; van Oene, 1993), by inserting in the
Michaelis-Menten expression, assuming:

Ads^^^
cEC - ^Bc,mar

yields:
, k".' Xec.-.. ,

' uP 'x ac.^.. + K*'
This traditional view of uptake does not envision any drastic va¡iation in

A1 in the soi1, nor that there may be interactions between ions at adsorption
sites on the root. It cannot predict what would happend if Al v¡ere to change
significantl¡ and it cannot predict what increased Al in soils would do to
tree grov4h. This implies that these traditional uptake models cannot predict
any change in grorth due to soil acidifrcation. They simply assume that soil

LBC]ßct+7@L r ' 
^Bc,mû+r<M '

(24)

(25)



7.2 Model assumpúiozs

acidifrcation does not occur. In unpolluted soils' there will be much A1 in
the exchange complex, but very little in solution. When there is a signifrcant

increase in soil solution 41, then the basic assumptions concerning BC uptake

are no longer valid. Under such conditions, adsorption of A1 to the root wiLl

increase and this will change the amount of adsorbed BC at a certain soil

solution concentration. Adsorption of both BC and Al must be considered:

39

IBC)
Ad.ssç = Ad's^",'@tr; (26)

Ad,s¡¿:Afls^o, W#-, Q7)

The amount of adsorbed BC must now sha¡e space on the root with Al, the

fraction of adsorbed BC is;:

Ads ".v -- "'"ou- Ad"sea + Adsn

This can be inserted in the Michaelis-Menten expression for uptake tradition-
ally used:

. -t 
k', t.(- lBc'*l,,p_\1 t_Km,,Wffi) (2e)

/{v is the Michaelis-Menten half-rate-saturation coefrcient. The full Michaelis-

Menten expression of Nye and Tinker (1977) rr'ay possibly not be necessar¡

the first order approximation of it may suffice, because uptake will level ofi
when the surface is saturated with BC'

At this point it is not reasonable to continue with purely empirical adsorp-

tion isotherms, when ion exchange expressions derived ftom the law of mass

action are available (Vanselow, Gaines-Thomas, Gapon e.t.c.)'

7,2 Model assumptions

It is assumed that base cation uptake can become uptake rate limited in
severely acidifred soils, and soils receiving high nitrogen deposition' It is as-

sumed that this can be described by a model where uptake is dependent on

absorbed amou¡rt of the ions taken up on the root. The surface ion exchange

effect can be expressed to a large pa.rt by using the soil solution ratio between

the divaient base cations Ca, Mg, K and Ai. (This is often referred to as the

" Ca:Al-ratio" in the literature, even if it is understood that it should comprise

Ca, Mg and K, as "41" should rather be understood as the sum of a'll inorganic

charged Al-species (Bonneau, 1990)). In the continuation we will sometimes

use the notation BC:Ca+Mg*K. It becomes increasingly more difficult for

(28)
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the plant to take up the necessa.ry base cations &om the soil solution when
soil acidifrcation occur, due to the increased concentration of H+ and Al3+
in ¡elation to base cations. The following a,ssumptions form the basis of the
(Ca+Mg+K/Al)-response functions extracted from the experimental data:

o Uptake of base cations is proportional to the adsorbed amount of Ca,
Mg and K on the root surfaces active in uptake.

o Al may disturb the uptake mechanisms at the root surface, by competi-
tion at adsorption sites, in the root membrane and cytoplasm.

o The concentration at the root surface is controlled by an adsorption
mechanism, analogous to ion exchange between the major soil solution
constituents Al3+, Ca2+, Mg2+, K+ and H+ ions.

The ion exchange analogy is proposed with special reference to Asher, (1g87);
Bolt (1982); Cronan, (1991) and Morris et al., (1989) but also with respect to
earlier studiès (Sverdrup et al., 1990, 19g2) and results presented by Bingham,
(1979); Christensen, (1984a, b); Cronan et aJ., (1939); Cutler and Rains,
(1974); Eriksson (1988, 1989); Goyer, (1988); Hütterman and Utrich (1984)
and Ulrich, (1983, 1984).

r Growth is reduced if the possible uptake of BC is lower than what is
required to physiologically match the potentially ar,zia,lable uptake of N
(i.e. Liebig's law applies to trees and BC and N uptake).

In addition to the causes given above, high soil solution concentrations may
cause denatu¡a,lisation of extracellula¡ and int¡acellular enzymes and by immo-
bilization of P in the soil. This is not incorporated in the assumed mechanisms
and the kinetics derived thereof. The value of the (Ca+Mg+K)/41-ratio in the
soil solution is coupled to uptake of base cations, chemical weathering, base
cation deposition and acid deposition. Uptake will tend to ma,ke Ca+Mg+K
smaller in the soil, weathering and atmospheric deposition of Ca*Mg*K will
tend to increase it, whereas acidiflcation v¡ill tend to increase Al. Thus the
net effect of forest growth and acidification may be similar with respect to the
(Ca+Mg+K)/Al-ratio, even if the damage mechanisms âre very difierent on
the molecula¡ level at the root-soil solution interface. In the short term per-
spective, (Ca+Mg+K)/Al ratios and soil acidifrcation aspects âre of inte¡est
for forest stand health and vitality, in the long term for forest productivity
and hence commercial value.

7.3 Uptake kinetics

The uptake of Ca, Mg a¡rd K here represented as BC, is governed by a ki-
netic equation based on soil solution concentration of base cations, usually a
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Michaelis-Menten expression. When base cations are limited in supply, but un-

der conditions favorable for uptake, then uptake will be concentration depen-

dent, approaching zero order when base cations a¡e avaiiable in large supply.

When grovth is restricted by some other nutrient, uptake wiil also be zero

order. However under acidic soil conditions the availability of base cations

may become restricted by supply or by the chemical conditions in the soil

which would allow other constituents of the soil solution to compete for root

receptor sites. Uptake U is expressed as a function of a piant physiologicaþ

determined maximum uptake, modified by soil moisture and soil chemistry

functions. Growth is proportional to nutrient uptake, limited according to

" Liebi,g's laut" and, regulation by climatic factors such as light, temperature

and soil water availability:

G^n*:W.f (tisht). r@. re) (30)
Llimil

f(d) is the soil water availatrility function, which has been described else

where (Sverdrup et a1., 1992). Modiûers taking into account the efiect of

temperature (/(Z)) and l\ght f (Iight) have been omitted for simplicity in the

following text. When N or P is present in la.rge quantities, then this can

temporarily a.fiect the grotth capacity of the plant, lor U¡¿^¿¿, Liebig's law
prevails, in the long ¡un. Under grov"'th conditions restricted by soil acidifrca-

tion, uptake become dependent on the amount of base cation adsorbed at the

tree root:
U : k.BC"¡, (31)

where LI is the uptake rate, k is the uptake rate coefficient. The amount of

adsorbed base cation at the root is given by the adsorption capacity CEC,-1,
the available root su¡face and the base cation saturation at the root exchange

sites:
BC"d" - A,..t' CEC,"a' Xnc (32)

BC.a" is the adsorbed amount base cations, ,4"oo, is the total active surface

at fu11 wetting of the roots, X¡¿ is the fraction of the adsorption sites on

the root occupied by Ca and ly're, CEC".'I the adsorption capacity (keq/m2

root) and U the uptake rate. The effective root su¡face is defined as the root

surface exposed to wâter in the soil to the degree where the water is also

in contact with other soil constituents supplying nutrients. The maximum

:uptake U^", as limited by the Michaelis-Menten expression on1¡ is occurring

at fuÌ1 base cation saturation at the root surface, when Xec:7'0. U^"" is
basically dependent on the cation exchange capacity, speciflc active surface

a¡ea and the transport rate through the membranes of the root. If the proper

expressions a.re combined, the kinetic uptake equation is derived:

4T

U : U^",. XBc (33)
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Cha,nges in root mass over time as the tree grows imply a change in A,,o¿ over
time. The non-speciÊc divalent adsorption is assumed to occur analogously
either to Gapon, Vanselow equilibrium ion exchange, or valence unspecific ion
exchange.

Uptake of Ca, Mg and Al and their soil solution seem to be strongly cou-
pled, the uptake of K and NH¿ afiect each other mutuall¡ but a¡e less sensitive
to Al ínterference. Phosphorus as POa a.nd NO3 are also taken up in a series
of simila¡ events, mainly as negative ions.

In multi-layer assessments, it wili be necessary to consider that the BC/AI
value is not uniform down through the soil proflle. This will allow the plant
to pa.rtially reallocate uptake to other soil layers, if the conditions become
adverse fo¡ uptake in a particular layer. However if the PROFILE model is
used (Sverdrup and Wa,rfuinge, 1988; Wa,rfuinge and Sverdrup, 1992), uptake
in any layer will be limited by actual supply. In a long term perspective, nature
will iimit this to the amount available from weathering in that pariicular layer
plus any percolate in excess of 15¡-teq/1. Thus under conditions where base
cation supply is liuriting grovth, the limiting uptake will be:

Un^¿r: min
j-N,P,Ca,Mg,K

\-1- ,.,*,,(Ð' f (!å), (34)

2",¿¡,¿ is maximum uptake possible in layelj of nutrient j. The critical uptake
is determined by availability of the nutrient in the soii. For N, deposition,
fixation and decomposition of organic matter is the most important soutces.
For P a¡rd base cations, weathering and atmospheric deposition a¡e most im-
portant in the long term, in a shorter perspective, ion exchange may be an
important sonrce. For considerations of iong term availability, ,i., anð, i,¿"". ,
must be set to zero.

u",¿¿,¿: iw -f ipX * ioacoup * i¡Bp - i,¡ (35)

where i- is ¡elease rate due to weathering of nutrient (i:N, P, Ca, Mg, K), i¿"o
is input ofi from the atmosphere, i¿ is the amount leached at the bottom ofthe
root zore of nutrient i. The efiect of the above description of uptake kinetics
is that the tree wiil compensate for a lowering of BC/41 ratio in the Blayer,
by increasing uptake from other layers. Fine root mass will be reallocated
in the soil over longer time periods to soil layers with better BC/AI ratio as
long as this is possible. When the amount available in a certain layer is not
corresponding to the amount uptake reallocated to that layer by the plant,
and no other layer can supply the missing amount, then growth is reduced.
Thus the plant will try to optimize its uptake.
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7.4 The valence unspeciffc mechanism

For a valence unspecific reaction the ion exchange matrix is indifferent to the

valence of the adsorbing ions, the matrix behaves as an inflnite continuum of

receptor sites. This implies that whenever a base cation is absorbed, one H+

or Al is released, and the difference in change somehow adjusted for by some

at present unknown process:

(root - H) + BCz+ + (root - BC) + H+ (I)
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(root - H) * 413+ = (root - Al) lH+
(root - BC) -tA13+ + (root-Al)+BCz+

the valence unspeciflc seìectivity coefñcients for root exchange become:

.. Xnc
natBc : 7ø

-- xtLKnltt: u.^H

,. xtt lnc,+)
^BC|A,: Xr. IÃF.l

lH*lwi

(IÐ

(ilr)

(36)

(37)

(38)

where X¿ is the exchanged fraction of substance i, the parameters in brackets

concentrations a¡d K the selectivity coefficients.

The equation for divalent base cations uptake by trees is obtained by com-

bining the growth rate equation with the expression for XBs a¡d the ex-

pressions for adsorbed fraction of base cation, substituting for the selectivity

coefficients depending on reaction type. This may be used to solve for X¡¡ and

XA¿) assuming BC, A1 and H to be the dominating ions on the surface:

Xøc:L-X,st-XH (3e)

to give for the exchanged amount Al and the exchanged amount H: We will

search for an expression for the base saturation at the root, since this afiects

uptake as shown ea¡lier:
U -- U^"" ' Xpc (40)

by rea,rranging the selectivity expressions, to expressions for exchangeable H

and Al at the root as function of the base saturation Xs¿:

t lÛ+lXa: Xac K*"" liøll
1,413+J

xeL: xsc .Katn'ÈCú

(41)

(42)
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These a¡e then filled in Eq. 19:

xec : r - xnc - Ka ['+tt*1 -' 1' [¡1*]/AI' IBC2-I- 
nu.' îo/u. @d-

This can be rea.rranged to:

xac.(rt Kn/o,-,t4'Ïf, * 1 [ã-]=l -,lBcr*l- K"/". tBCl) - '

Further rearrangement lelds:

XBC : :,,,,: 
-lrK¡¡¡a¡ ÉËà*";; #+

By multiplying with BC we get

x ^^ . lBC2-l
lBCz+l * KH ¡,q¡. [At3+] + ffi . ¡u*1

The response function f(BC/41) is defrned using Eq. 13, setting;

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)f (BC/AL): *: **

By ch¡nging the notation for the coefficients, the response function f(BC/AÐ
can be given by:

Í(BC/A¿): (48)

It can be seen that this is the Micaelis-Menten equation for uptake of base
cations. The difierence is that the saturation coefficient is dependent on com-
peting ions for uptake positions, such as H and Al. Theoreticall¡ any ion not
usefull for uptake will have this efiect. The expression indicate that A1 and
H+ will decrease uptake proportional to the soil solution H+ and AI concen-
trations. This can rea.rranged to;

r( BC /At\ _ @c /(At 'e H))
(BC /(At 1 p. H)) - Kus

(4e)

This can a.lso be expressed in terms ofthe BC/Al-ratio, ignoring the additional
efiect of pH;

r@cþt): ,=:l?!:0,, (50)' (BC/At) + Kus

+ KA-lAl3+l + KH .lH+



7.5 The Vanselow mechanism

Under conditions with no Al present in the soil the expression is transformed

1o: (BC /H\
r@clH)

The valence unspecific mechanism imply that there is no BC-a'ntagonism

against Al beyond the frrst order relation, and there is only one isothe¡m

in terms of BC/AI ratio regardless of Ca or Mg concentration

7.5 The Vanselow mechanism

Fo¡ a varia¡rt of the Vanselow type of reaction, the root ion exchange matrix

is a viewed as a polydentate valence specific substrate. During reaction a

rearrangement of the solid phase has to occur, so that three BC2+-ions or

two Al3+-ions can be tied to a hexa-valent binding site with double bonds

(Wa,rfuinge, 1988). The reaction stoichiometry suggested is:

(root - H6) + 3 .BC2+ = (root - BC3) + 6' H+ (IV)

(root-H6)+2 Al3+ + (root - Alr) +0'ff+ (V)

(root - BC3) +2'Al3+ = (root - .A'12) + 3 ' BC2+ (\{)

The Vanselow selectivity coefficients become by application of the 1av¡ of mass

action, considering that the activity of a phase in an ideal mixed crystal depend

on the molar fraction of Lhe species:

45

2 . X.- lH+16Krluc: - r; ffi (52)

(53)

(54)

Kr/,qr:

Ksc/,st:

3.XAl . lH+)6
xH lAtt*],

3' Xn lBCz+13
2 - Xac lltz+]2

The Vanselow mechanism imply that the root surface receptors have a fixed

valence of hexagona.l orientation' This could suggest the coordination of water

Ca-, Mg- and Al-complexes to receptor sites.

xtt: xec '2'K-ec/¡t ÆL3 lBC2+)s

This is inserted in Eq. 19 to Yield:

2 lH+J6Xa: Xnc' K"/"" ffi (55)

(56)
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.L 1 u 2.Ku./o, IAtt t 1, ,, 2 [Hr1sÁnc:r-x""'---f ffi-x"".xotu. ffi (ð7)

,- 1

"BC-ffi
3 lBC2+13 ' "-'. Pe,n

(58)

For a Vanselow root ion exchange mechanism reaction, the growth in-
hibition expression can be derived by the same rearrangement of the terms
mathematically as was demonstrated for the unspecific response mechanism.

The response expression is:

r@c/At):

By use of the gibbsite assumption, H can also be totally eliminated from the
expression;

lAls+l"q : K"ouu' [H+)2n (60)

K6¿¿¿ is the coefficient for soil solution Al equilibrium with gibbsite. The K6¿¿6

lralue for the rooting zone ofthe plant is used in the equation. The equation is
not rralid if such conditions prevail that the gibbsite equilibrium approximation
no longer hold. Without Al present the expression is reduced to:

i(BCtH):@-#-*ry.F* (61)

The full expression may be simpliûed by using the gibbsite expression, to:

(5e)

(62)

The Vanselow mechanism imply a strong antagonistic efiect of Ca, Mg and K
against Al, as well as a strong effect of the BC/Al-ratio on growth, since it
is second order with respect to this ratio. This a.1so implies that plants with
this type of reaction should react strongly with their uptake of base cations
to changes in the base cation concentration. A change wiLl have relatively
stronger effect on the uptake in relation to plabnts with the unspecific response.
This can be seen if the expression is rea,rranged in te¡ms of the BC/AI ratio:

r@clAt): '=P^?''*]:Lu?!.!')" '= (63)
lBC2+l . (BC /Ar)2 + Kv

This implies that there is several difierent isote¡ms for the sa¡ne BC/Al-ratio
depending on the soil solution BC concentration.

t@c/At):@-#Ï# øF
)_

I
i



7.6 The Gapon mechanism

7.6 The Gapon mechanism

The Gapon ion exchange mechanism imply ion exchange of equivalent charges'

Each BC2+-ion or 413+-ion is bound by single bonds to binding sites which

maintain their valence at -1. The stoichiometry of the ion exchange reactions

occurring at the root between the surface, H+, BC2+ and 413+ a're for a Gapon

reaction:

47

(root - H) +f,.øc"* = (root-BC17r)*H+

(root - H) + ] .,O,rt* + (root - .A1173) +H+

(root - BC17z) + I . ert. = (root - Al'/s) + ;' BC'+

For the Gapon reaction the selectivity coefficients become after applying

the law of mass action using single bonded H+, BC2+ and Ai3+ and charge

f¡actions on the ion exchange matrix:

(vr)

(Vru)

(IX)

Kn/u.:# d##
Ku/.',t:* #h

Kec/tt:* 
rV_

Rearrangement of the equation yields:

x.- lã+lx": x;ã @
I Át3 -1t/3

xtt: Kecltt.xuc frÊV¡

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

This is filled in Eq. 19:

Y ^^ _ 1 _ xac i¡/'I lAlstll/3- Kn/"" lFfu - Kacltt'x"t' lnciy (6e)

The expression for the base saturation at the root uptake surface sites is:

1Y-^- , ,,nBC - 

-, 

, ,_L. __.þ:)_ )_;------- aFrlv'L+ E * ' lBõz+Íiz 
-r 

^BC.AI'@
(70)
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For a Gapon root reaction mechanism, the uptake inhibition expression is:

(71)

It ca¡r be shov¡n that by using the gibbsite expression, the equation may
be reformed to:

r@clAr)=# t.zn\
¡uCz+1t¡z-Kc.(lA¿l+p.lH.l)L/3 \'')

where p is the ratio between the Gibbsite coefficient and the H/BC ion ex-
change selectivþ coefficient at the root surface. The Gapon mechanism, which
may be the most common mechanism for cation ion excha¡ge on dead organic
matter in soils (Warfuinge 1988), imply charge surface ba.lance and cha"rge
exchange. This seems to seldom occur on pa,rts of living plants.

7.7 The Gaines-Thomas mechanism

No ion exchange analogy can be investigated without trying the Gaines-Thomas
equation, since it has been applied in many soil chemistry models. The Gaines-
Thomas reaction mechanism leads to an expression intermediate between the
ulspecific response expression and the Vanselow expression, with the excep
tion that the reaction sites maintain their va.lence at -1. This imply that BC2+
ions a¡e bound to two single bond sites by single bonds.

2.(root - H) +.8C2+ + root2 -BCf 2.H+ (X)

r@CøI):ffi

,, Xec lH*1"Ì\HIBC:8.øOy

-. x.qt. l¡1+1.tta/.q: XI ñ

_ x"", [BC"+1tr\Bc/At:7Ð'l*+

3 (root -H) * Al3+ = root¡ -Al*3.H+
3. root2 -BC + 2. Al3+ + 2. root3 - Al-1- 3. 3çz+

(xÐ

(xr)

(73)

(74)

(75)

The Vanselow selectivity coefrcients become by application ofthe law of mass
action:

By rea,rranging the selectivity expressions, the amount of exhangeable H
and Al is given, and inserted in Eq. 19:



7.8 Empirical expressions

Let:

,. x'/å [n*]
^o: KV; @c'-+v'

IAl3+l
xo, . K'lóto,-xió. wc-rn

Y3" : Xac
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(76)

(77)

(78)

Then Ys¿ is found as the solution of the equation

(80)

. tqals/2 -, lHl.IBCl \ _ lBq"/' _ nYÅc -YÉc( K::;AAtl) *Yu"\ xlu.;ffi1, - o;,, 1^--l 
=,,ru

The Gaines-Thomas response t)pe expression has the following approxi-

mate asymptotic solution:

f(BCtAt):@#tr#.w
This isotherm difier in practice little from the unspeciflc expression, but retains

a small a,ntagonistic effect of Ca and Mg towards Al in addition to the 1:1 built
into the BC/AI ratio.

7.8 Empirical expressions

The general equations for the da,nage functions can a.1l be expressed in terms

of the BC/Àl-ratio in order to highlight any additional antagonistic effects.

This may also be seen as an purely empirical formula based on a form such

AS:

I@ctAt):# (st1
p,,Jz )*.:_ KE,P. \lAI2 I + e. IA-D^

equivalent to:

ilRctAt\_ lBc2+1"-^'(BClØt+p H)^ 
t82)r\Dwt.t1L) - IBCíT_^. (BC/(At+TH)^_t Ku,, \"-./

where n and rr¿ would be exponents and KB", a coefficient to be determined

experimentally. For analysis of the data, BC/(41+p' H) is ofiered as the
pa.rameters we should be using when plot lesponse versus soil acidity. This

implies that there is several di$erent isoterms for the same BC/Al-ratio de-

pending on the soil solution BC concentration wt:en n ar'ò m a¡e different. An

important consequence of using an empirical expression is that va,lid resonse

curves can be determined, even if the actual mecha,nism of response on the

molecular level is totally unknown.
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7.9 Discussion

When conditions prevail where the soil solution concentration of Al becomes
insignificant, then the expression is reduced to:

f(BC/At\-. @cr
IBCztl"*o.en.lH-ln

(83)

or expressed in terms of the BC/H ratio:

r@c/At\: :s9EI:=-t: lscll)" ^., K.r- (84)

The relationship between BC/Al-limit and the BC/Hlimit can be determined
at the point where the response functions have the same value:

r@c/At): r@c/H) (85)

This is obtained by setting Eq. 44 equal to Eq. From this the relation
between the BC/Hlimit and the BC/Al-limit can be derived.

.BC. T BC.( 

^ 
)rm : ¡'( u )u^" (86)

For the " unspecific" response t1pe, p-1, the BC/Hìimit is equal to the
BO/Al-limit. For the Vanselow response p:3, the BC/H-limit is equal to
the 3 times the BC/Al-limit. For the Gapon response p:l (Jönsson et al.
1ee5).

Turning back to the theoretical derivation of the expressions at the begin-
ning of the book, we remember that Nye Tinker (1977) suggested the generic
Michaelis-Menten expression for uptake:

rup ,. xec: k'e' xB;;Ktú (87)

In our treatment ofthe uptake process, we arrived at something similar, start-
ing from first order uptake expression for base cations, assuming the adsorbed
amount on the root outside to be the presence felt by the inside of the plant:

ruo = k'uo ' Xp6,

and invoking not only uptake of BC but also competition betv¡een Al, H and
BC at the surface fo¡ uptake acceptor sites, we could show that the uptake
expression is:

(88)

rup : kup . r@c /AI) (8e)
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or written fully out:
IBC2+ln

rup:kup @ffi (eo)

This is a Michaelis-Menten rate expression, based on concentration of substrate

in the soil solution ! The half-rate saturation coefficient of the Michaelis-

Menten expression in this approach is affected by the presense ofthe competing

ions Al and H in the soil solution:

K¡r:Ka,p.[At2+)+p.lH+D* (91)

The difierence from the ea¡lier Michaelis-Menten expression as suggested by

Nye and Tinker (1977) is that the old expression ignore soil chemical conditions

beyond BC availability, this expression a.lso includes the efiect of Al and H in
the soil solution. The response function derived here will have no effect if
other nutrients will be more limiting than base cations when constricted by Al
and H effects. It is thus the maximum uptake capacity that is constricted by

these functions. The maximum uptake capacity of the pa.rticular root system

may be difÊcu1t to estimate.

7 ,7O Summary of expressions

The general equations for the damage functions can all be expressed in terms

of the BC/Al-ratio in order to show any extra antagonistic effects. In summary

the following expressions a¡e available:

lBC2+r
I @c / At\ : Eõr¡;¡àtæ¡l¡¡ . WT (s2)

where n a¡d m would be exponent s arrd K Ex.p a coefficient to be determined

experimentally. Flom the theoretical considerations made above, the following

values have been suggested. These values have been conflrmed for grasses in
this study using the studies of Anderson and Brunett (1993) and later a.lso for

fungi and bacteria in laboratory culture (Jönsson et ai., 1994):

Parameter fnp

Unspecific 1 1 1

Vanselow 2 3 3

Gapon L/2 I/3 1

Gaines-Thomas 1.5 1 1
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Experimental data is required to determine which of the response types
apply to a certain damage function. Experimental data seem to indicate that
uptake of N and P is a.lso restricted by the Àl response. Other surface reaction
stoichiometries than those shown above were tested, but no one fitted the data
reasonably wel1, except the ones given above.



8 Example of evaluation procedures

For most of the studies reported here, we did not use the evaluation of the

original author. AIl prima,ry data was completely reevaluated whenever pos-

sible. In this process, sometimes a different conclusion from the one by the

original authors would be reached. This was necessa.ry, however, in order to
eva,luate all data consistently, using the same theory.

8.1 Experiments from Finland on spruce and pine

The evaluation procedure will be illustrated using the studies of Arova¿¡a a¡rd

Ilvesniemi (1990) on Norway spruce a¡d scots pine and one study on Norway

spruce and scots pine by Ilvesniemi (1992).

In both studies a solution composition based on Ingestads ideal nutrient
ratio was used. Arovaara and Ilvesniemi (1990) studied growth response in 3

experiments. Experiment 1 for Norway spruce and scots pine, involved six Al
Ievels (0, 10, 20, 50, 75, 100 mg Al/l) and concentrations of N, K, P, Ca, Mg of
I00,45,L4,6,6 mg/I. Experiment 2 for Norway spruce and scots pine, involved

five A1 levels (0, 20, 50, 100, 150 mg Al/l) a¡d three nutrient levels based on

concentrations of N, K, P, Ca, Mg of 100, 45, 14' 6,6 mg/l in strengths of lfl,
713, and 1/10. Experiment 3 involved frve Al levels (0, 5, 10, 20, 50 mg Al/l)
and three nutrient levels for Norway spruce (1/2, 116, 1' /20) and two nutrient
levels for scots pine (1,/2, 1/20), based on concentrations of N, K, P, Ca, Mg

of 100, 45, 14, 6, 6 mg/I. In al1 experiments, pH was kept constant at 3.8.

Ilvesniemi (1992) studied the efiect of two nutrient levels (1/5 and 1/50)

on Norway spruce and scots pine and ûve A1 levels (0, 5, 10, 20, 50 mg A1/1).

The data has been listed in the Tables 9-13' Tabs. 9, 11 a¡rd 13 show the

data as derived directly from the reference. Tabs.l'0 and 12 show the data

after our norma.lization of the numbers according to biomass produced in the

1/1 nutrient level experiments. This in order to relate the data all to the same

standard. For Norway spruce in experiment 3, the Arovaara and Ilvesniemi
(1990) state a growth of 8.2 mg to be the reference growth of the unaffected

plants.
First the data was plotted as growth versus A1 concentration' as can be seen

in Fig. 7. There is not a good correlation between growth and Al in the soil

solution. If grolvth response is plotted versus Ca/41 instead a better correla-

tion is obtained. The best correlation is obtained by plotting (Ca+Mg+K)/41.
The base cations were added in equivalents, giving K one half the protective

power of Ca and Mg against 41. This was done as it was felt that K does

have a somewhat smaller antagonistic efiect than Ca. The same evaluation
proceedure was applied to the spruce data. Grovth response against Al alone

gives a poor correlation. The spruce experiments of Arovaa¡a a,¡rd Ilvesniemi
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Tree Level Grorth, mg Relative gro*'th in % of control
Aluminium concentration, mg/1

0

36.6
8.2

34.9
29.0

26.8

6.9
77.7
7.2

18.5

b.t)

10 20 50 100 150

Pine 2 I/I
Pine 3 Ll2
Pine 2 f /3
Pine 2 LllO
Pine 3 L/20

Spruce 2 l/7
Spruce 3 l/2
Spruce 2 I/3
Spruce 3 1/6
Spruce 2 1/I0
Spruce 3 I/20

102 81 70

95 93 93 7r
79 73 61

80 79 59

93 77 74 82

50

53

63 66
98 111 98 t02

82 73
702 92 I02 79

81 92
109 L25 108 77

49

7899

101 69

Table 9: The original data as reported by Arovaara and Ilvesniemi (1990),
experiment 2 and 3.

(1990) apparently contain inconsistencies as can be seen from the table and
Fig. 8 even if growih response is plotted against BC/ÀÌ.

This apparent problem of inconsistency was resolved by plotting growth
response versus (Ca*Mg*K)/Al, but dividing up the experiments according
to seedling age or total amount of biomass produced at the time of the exper-
iment. Experiment one of Arovaa¡a and Ilvesniemi (1990) was 1 year oid and
exposed to AIfor 1,12 yea,r. Experiment two of Arovaara and Ilvesniemi (1990)
was 3 yea,rs o1d and exposed for L/2 yeat. Experiment three of Arovaara and
Ilvesniemi (1990) was 2 years oid and exposed for 7f2year. Experiment four of
Ilvesiniemi (1992) was 1 year for pine and L/2 year for spruce old and exposed
for If2 year - It can now be seen from Fig. 10 that older seedlings of Norway
spruce are possibly more resistant to Al, the scatter is unfortuneateiy to la,rge
for us to be quite ce¡tain. Or the plants that produced more biomass show
more ¡¡¿¡iation in their resistance. The data of Ilvesnieni (1992) and Arovaa¡a
and Ilvesniemi (1990) cannot really detect the reason why some experiments
gave less sensitivity than others.

I
I

ì

L
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Thee Level Reiative growth in % of control
Aluminium concentration, mg/l

0 5 10 20 50 75 100 150

Pine 1 L/L 100 99 106 89 84 66

Pine 2 lll 100 102 81 70 50

Pine 3 rl2 100 95 93 93 7L

Pine 2 Lls 95 75 69 58 50

Pine 2 l/IO 79 63 62 46 43

Pine 3 tl20 82 68 65 72

Spruce 1 LF 100 96 94 77 53 43

Spruce 2 llL 100 63 66 49 73

Spruce 3 L/2 84 82 93 82 85

Spruce 2 Il3 66 54 48 67 45

Spruce 3 116 87 88 75 88 68

Spruce 2 LllO 69 56 63 68 53

Spruce 3 ll20 80 87 100 86 62

Tabte 10: The data of Arovaara and llvesniemi (1990) in experiment 1, 2, 3
normalized with respect to total biomass in the 1/1 nutrient solution experi-
ment. For Spruce in experiment 3, the authors state a growth of 8.2 mg to be

the reference growth of the una.fiected plants.
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Tlee, origin Level Growth, mg Relative growth in % of control
Aluminium concentration, mg/l

0

151

II4
r27
87

47
43

47
34

51020

Spruce 4, South
Spruce 4, Central
Spruce 4, East
Spruce 4, South

Spruce 4, South
Spruce 4, Central
Spruce 4, East
Spruce 4, South

1/5
r/5
rl5
r/5

r l50
rl50
rl50
7/50

66 36

68 43
79 48

64 36

75 55

65 50

56 48
60 50

19

30

30

22

4t)

4I
39

7
10

8

10

Table 11: The original data of Ilvesniemi (1992) for pine of different geograph-
ical origin in Finland.

Tlee, origin Level Growth, mg Relative growth in % of control
Aluminium concentration, mg/l

50

28

27
22

Spruce 4, South
Spruce 4, Central
Spruce 4, East
Spruce 4, South

Spruce 4, South
Spruce 4, Central
Spruce 4, East
Spruce 4, South

r/5 100

1/5 100
r/5 100

r/5 100

39

50

7
10

8

10

I
o

10
o

51020

66 36 19

68 43 30
7S 48 30

64 36 22

23 77 11

24 L9 17
21 77 15

23 20 15

L/50
1/50
1/50
r/50

Table 12: The data of Ilvesniemi (1992) normalized with respect to the $ov.th
of biomass in 1/5 nutrient experiment.

t.
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i
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Tree

Pine 4 ll5
Pine 4 Il50

10 20

Level Growth, mg Relative growth in % of control
Aluminium concentration, mg/l

0

92

55

50

100 93 100

36 37 35

86
25

Table 13: The original data of Ilvesniemi (1992) for scots pine

Experiment
Experiment

Pine 4
Pine 1

Pine 3

Pine 2

Spruce 4
Spruce 1

Spruce 3

Spruce 2

Biomass Plant
mg dwt mg dwt

Ag"
yts

t20
930

8

.),)

30

7.2

22

6
15

8

I
1

2

4.8 112
4.7 I

263

Table 14: Age of seedlings at the beginning of each experiment. The total
amount dry biomass produced in each experiment. Estimated average plant
weight in the control experiment.
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Figure 7: The three aASå#Ë*éfl#w gro*th response for scots pine as compa.red
to the Al concentrations in 4 experiments by Arovaara and Ilvesniemi (1gg0)
and Ilvesniemi (1992). It can be seen how best consistency is obtained by
relating response to the (Ca*Mg*K)/Al ratio.
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Figure 8: The three affiåiXm5l'6Ào* gro*'th response for Norway spruce as

"o-p-"d to the Al concentrations in 4 experiments by Arovaala and llves-

niemi (1990) and llvesniemi (1992). It can be seen how best consistency is

obtained by relating response to the (Ca*MglK)/Al ratio' The response in

these experiments show more spread for spruce than other experiments found

in other studies.
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(Ca+Mg+K)/Al ratio

Figure 9: If the data of Arovaa¡a and llvesniemi (1990) and Ilvesniemi (1992)
is split up according to seedling age, then the picture become clearer. Very
young seedlings appeax to be less resistant to Al than older.
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Figure 10: The dependence of growth on nutrient solution concentration be

investigated by using data ftom Arova.ara and Ilvesniemi (1990) and llvesniemi

(1ee2).
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8.2 Experiments from Sweden on pine, spruce and birch

The study of Göransson and Eldhuset (1987) warrant extra explaining, as it
employed a special methodolog¡ and as it tested scots pine plants v¡ith a¡rd
without mycorrhiza on the roots. The method used for growing plants was
by setting them in specially designed chambe¡s where the roots were sprayed
with a nutrient solution. Thus the root was only covered with a thin film of
liquid. This causes a problem for interpretation as the solution concentration
on the root may not be the same as in the solution sprayed. A very dilute
solution was used, with nutrients in Ingestad proportions. The concentrations
were in mg/l of N, K, P, Ca, Mg; 10, 6.6, 1.S2, 0.7 and 0.85 mg/t, a total
base cation concentration of 0.219 mmol/I, excluding Na. The spray solution
contained 0, 1, 3, 6, 10, 15 mmol/l À1. The roots were sprayed at two nutrient
supply rates, nea.r optimum a¡rd at a rate called constant stress, being 40% of
the nea¡ optimum. Göra¡sson was consulted by per letters and telephone in
order to cla.ri{y the excact nature of his experiments and cla,ritr the difie¡ences
between his ea¡lier a¡d our present interpretations of the material.

In Tab. 15, the data for Birch has been listed. Göransson and Eldhuset
measured the Ca/Al ratio at the root surface. Data must be used cautionously
as root biomass was also included in the analysis. Thus the ratio is a mixture
of ratio in the root biomass and ratio in the solution covering the root surface.
The ratio between CafMgfK and Ca is 12 in the experiments, a¡rd this was
used to recalculate the Ca/Al into (Ca*Mg*K)/Al ratio. Thus a connection
between growth in the biostat and (CafMgtK)/Al ratio in the solution at
the root surface could be established. The result is very consistent with the
results from other studies.

The data for Norway spruce from experiments by Gö¡ansson and Eldhuset
(1987) was more difficult to interprete, since no Ca/A\ at the root surface
Í/as not reported. The base cation concentration used in this experiment
was very low, K, Ca and Mg was 0.0313, 0.00b2 and 0.0031 mmol/l, a total
base cation concentration of 0.04 mmol/Ì. In order to translate the solution
(Ca+Mg+K)/AI ratio to the corresponding ratio on the root surface, the ratio
z between BC/Al(root) and BC/Al(spray) was determined from the ex¡reri-
ment on bi¡ch. This yield a set of ratios shown in Tab. 16. The use of the
ratios in this way results in a substantial uncertainty, but appears to be the
only option available, unless new data is produced. For spruce a,nd pine only
BC/AI ratios inside the root is available. Arovaara and Ilvesniemi (1990) and
llvesniemi (1992) relates to soil solution composition, whereas Göransson and
Eldhuset (1991) relates to root surface solution concentration, and a¡e thus
not completely compa,rable. It can be seen that the spruce data of Arovaara
and Ilvesniemi (1990) show a signifrcant spread, but both experiments fall in
the sa.ure range ofBC/AI ratios. For comparison with data from other studies,
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Experiment (Ca+Mg+K)/Al Ca/Al
SpraY Root

(Ca+Mg+K)/41 Birch
Root % growth

Optimum

Stress

1.35

0.19
0.07
0.036
0.0216

1.35

0.19
0.07
0.036

0.0216
0.0L44

0.5

0.08
0.06
0.03
0.03

0.5
0.13
0.17
0.06
0.03
0.01

t)

1

0.72
0.36
0.36

6

1.56
2.04
0.72
0.36
0.12

100

77

54

39

72

100

87

47
2l
72

Table 15: Data from experiments by Göransson and Eldhuset (1987) on birch

(Betula pend'ula).

only the data foom experiments on three yea,r old seedlings were used (Fig'

14).
A comparison between experiments v¿ith scots pine without mycorrhiza

and scots pine with mycorrhiza, revealed no difierence in the response of

grov'th to soil solution AI, as can be seen in Fig. 26'

8.3 Experiments from Germany on Norway spruce

A few experiments were designed in such a way that the efiect of the H-ion on

Norway spruce could be investigated. We selected the experiments by Tischner

et a1., (1985), Ma.rkonen-Spiecker (1935), and Evers (1983)' Alt worked with

Norway spruce seedlings and Tischner (1985) also with small plants'

In all experiments different tlpes of nutrient solution was used' Tischner

et al., (1983) used a Hoagia.nd solution, Ma,rkonen-spiecker (1985) an Inges-

tad solution and Evers (1983) a modified HoagÌand solution Typical for these

solutions a¡e that they have very high K concentration, in general solutions

with very high ion strength. The experiments were hydroponic solution exper-

iments (Evers, 1983 and Markonen-Spiecker 1985) or sand cultu¡e (Tischner

et al., 1985).
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tAl] z
mmol/l

0.16 8.3
0.2 8.3
0.3 8.3
7 8.2
329
620
10 17

15 8.3
30 8.3

z. BC/Al(spray) Spruce Pine Pine a¡ld
Mycorrhiza

1002.08
1.66

1.11

0.38
0.13
0.07

0.022
0.01

100

100

78

51

30
27

38

100

84

93
87
iltl
4t)

91

84

70

46

43

Table 16: Data from experiments by Göransson and Eldhuset (1g87) on Nor-
vr'ay spruce and scots pine with and without mycorrhiza.

The experiments ca¡ be used to evaluate how K should be incorporated
in the expression. There is a tendency towa,¡ds better consistency in the plots
if K is included for experiments with low ion strength. But for concentrated
solutions, it is apparent that K is lass relevant in the BC/AI ratio. Unfor-
tuneatel¡ many of the experiments were ca¡¡ied out with so unrealistic K
concent¡ation levels with tespect to field conditions, that it must have been
evident from the very beginning that the results of the experiments would not
be easily transfered to freld conditions.

From the diagrams in Fig. 11 and 12 it is evident that for spruce, K is
not as efrcient in counterreacting the effect of Al as Ca and Mg. The plots of
efiects against (Ca+Mg)/Al as the soil acidity variable give bettter consistency
than plotting efiects against (Ca+Mg+K)/Al.

The incorporation of H in the expression was also tried. The ."u,riables
BC/AI (assuming no signifrca.nt effect of H), BC/(AI+H) (assuming H to have
efiect on a atom by atom basis) and BC/(Alf3+H) (assuming H to have ef-
fect on a charge basis) the was tried. For Norway spruce, BC/(AÌ1H) give
siightly better consistencies than excluding it or including it times 3. This is
consistent with the unspeciûc response type for Norway spruce, and confirm
other simila¡ findings. The difie¡ences are small, mostly because the small pH
range available in these experiments. It can be concluded that ignoring the
effect of the H-ion on Norway spruce, has a marginal efiect for assessing the
sensitivity to soil acidity in mineral soils. Fo¡ iorganic soils with little or no
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8.3 Experiments from Germany on Norway spruce

% g¡owth remaining
for [Al] mM

pH [H] mM 0 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0

3183656045
3.5 0.316 100 67 66 57 48

4 0.1 100 94 85 67

4.5 0.0316 (70) - 67 65

Table 17: Norway spruce (Pi,cea abies), stem weight, small plants, Tischner

et a1., (1985)

Al, this aspect may become very important.
The correlation between BC/AI and growth efiect is better than the cor-

relation between efiect and A1 concentratìon alone (Fig. 13) The diagrams

show that the effect of Al on growth of seedlings is equal to that of H, in ab-

solute terms, on a molar basis, for Norway spruce. The implications for field

conditions is that the limiting Al concentration is reached frrst or the limiting

BC/41 ratio. H-ion concentrations comparable to those active for A1 imply a

soil pH of 3-3.2. Such low soil pH values ra.rely occur'

65
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100

82

76

27

100

100

45

34

pH

3.8
J.ð
3.8
3.8

% grot-ih remaining
for clones used

ITII TVlHl -M þCl mM [,A.1] mM

0.16 2.79 0
0.16 2.79 L.48
0.16 2.19 2.96
0.16 2.r9 4.44

100 (100)
95 97
77 59

47 88

Table 18: Markonen-Spiecker (1985), Norway spruce (Picea abies), seedlings,
root Y¡eight

To g¡owth remaining
for [Al] mM

pH tHl t"M þCl nM 0 0.2 1.0 1.b

3.5 0.316
3.5 0.316
3.5 0.316
3.5 0.316
3.8 0.16
3.8 0.16
3.8 0.16
3.8 0.16
4.5 0.0316
4.5 0.0316
4.5 0.0316
4.5 0.0316

4.34 - 73
4.34 - 97
4.34 - 72
4.34 - 68
4.34 100 - 98
4.34 100 - 86
4.34 100 - 78
4.34 100 - 77
4.34 100 88
4.34 100 100 -
4.34 100 98
4.34 100 100 -

Table 19: Evers (1983), Norway spruce (Picea abies), seedlings, seedling root
weight
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Figure 11: Test of difierent effect parameters on experiments on Norway spruce

(Picea abi'es) performed by Tischner et a1., (1985) and Evers (1983) The efiect

iarameter tested is (Ca+Mg+K)/(Al+ p 'H) where p va'ry ftom 0 to 3'
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Figure 12: Test of difierent efiect pa.rameters on experiments on Norway spruce
(Picea abies) performed by Tischner et a1., (1985) and Evers (1983). The effect
pârameter tested is (Ca+Mg)/(Al+ p . H) where p vary from 0 to 3. K has
been excluded.
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Figure 13: The relationship between individual parameters such as pH' the soil

solution of H and AI and growth for Norway spruce (Pi'cea abies) ' The upper

diagram involve experiments with no Al present. The middle diagram show

dependence on H-ion, but include difierent Al levels. The bottom diagram

show the dependence on Al at difierent soil pH values.
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9 Laboratory results for trees

9.1 Conifers

The data used in this study was when needed normalized by using the control
experiments. The example explained for Swedish a¡d Finnish data, illust¡ates
how data v¡as interpreted. Tota.l biomass production, plant weight,root weight,
or root elogination was used in the order listed, depending on what was avail_
able. The whole shape of the curve can be determined for a majority of the
species investigated.

9.1.1 Spruce

Fig. 14 show the results from laboratory assays for Norway spruce (p.jcea
abies), excluding the data of Arovaara and Ilvesniemi (19g0). In the diagram
the white dots represents Scandinavian studies, and black dots German studies
using Norway spruce. It is apparent that there is no significant difierence in
the response with respect to plant origin. Root growth decline in laboratory
experiments by Abrahamsen, (1984) as a function of soil solution BC/AI for
Norway spruce is shown in Fig. 20. The relation is based on Ca onþ as Mg
concentrations were not available. Assuming the soil solution concentration
of Mg to be equal to the concentration of Ca would make the results of this
experiment equal to other results for Norway spruce. The data suggests that
there may be an additional antagonistic effect of Ca in addition to the 1:1
BC/AI efiect suggested by other data.

The goodness ofût of the response function has been illustrated in Fig. 16.
It can be seen that the response function has a standard deviation of + l-20%.
The correlation of observed experimental points to the empirical response best
fit function is 12:0.67.

Fig. 15 shows the response of red spruce (picea rubens). The sensitivity
of Red spruce and Norway spruce appear to be identical. ba.lsam fir and sitka
spruce, red spruce, black spruce and White spruce a¡e North American tree
species.

Fig. 17 show the response for sitka sprtce (pi,cea sirlclrensis), white spruce
(Pi,cea glaucn) and black spntce (Picea mariana). It can be seen that sitka
spruce, white spruce and black spruce are very tolerant to Al.

All the spruce species investigated consistently follow the unspecific mech_
anism. The data of Arova¿ra and Ilvesniemi (1990) and Ilvesniemi (1gg2) was
stratified with respect to seedliag age as tvas seen from Fig. 10, only data for
the younger seedlings were used in the compa.risons, as the rest show too much
scatter.

Entry et at. (1987) investigated the response of the mycorrhiza associated
with balsam fir. It appea.rs to show the same response as balsam frr, as can
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be seen by comparing Fig. 18 and Fig. 27.

Fbaser fir appear to quantitatively foÌlow the exact same decline pattern

in Vermont and New York as red spruce, and within very narrow limits' This

was used to set the sensitivity of fraser flr equal to that of red spruce (Krahl-

Urban et al., 1988; Hutchinson et a1., 1986; McCormack and Steiner, 1978)'

For white, sitka and black spruce, K:0.13, for red and Norway spruce, K:0 33

gave the best frt.
Fig. 20 show results from experiments by Abraha'rnsen et a1', (1984)' which

may indicate a slight additional antagonism of Ca in addition to the 1:1 of the

BC/41 ratio. This leaves a possibility for the unspeciflc mechanism to in reality

be ã Gaines-Thomas mechanism, even if the other data is not sufficiently

accurate to decide the issue, nor do the response data scatter particularly

much between experiments with difiering BC concentration Fig 42 show

the results as compa,red to fleld growth lesponse data, and the shift towa¡ds

higher tolerance to Al in the ûeld is evident.
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0.01 0.1 I 10 100 1000
Soil solution (Ca+Mg+K)/Al molar ratio

Figure 14; The relation between laboratory observations of growth decline and
root growth decline in laboratory experiments for Norway spruce (picea abies)
including all available data. White dots respresents trees of Scandinavian
studies, black dots German studies. There is no significant difierence between
Scandinavian and German trees.
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Figure 15: Response to soil A1 in laboratory experiments for red sprtce (Picea
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Model Vo response -measured 70 response

Figure 16: Distribution of observed points a,round the response function. The
scatter is a normal distribution, the standard deviation is * /-I5To. The cor-
relation coefficient is 12:0.67
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Figure 17: Response to soil A1 in laboratory experiments for difierent t¡pes of

spruce; white spruce (P'icea glauca), black spntce (Pi'cea mari'ana) and sitka

sprrce (Picea sitchensis).
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Figure 18: Response to soil Al in laboratory experiments for balsam fir (áóies
balsamea).
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Figure 19: The response data for difierent Chinese frr and pine species such as

mÃson pine (Pi,nus masson'iri), Chinese frr (Schi'ma superba), manda¡in flr

(Cunni,nghami'a lanceolg'ta) and a¡mand pirre (Pi'nus armand'i'i') ' The data

for masson and armand pine is field data on stem grot'th'
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0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1,000
Mola¡ BC/AI in the soil solution

Figure 20: Gron'th decline in laboratory experiments by Abrahamsen, (1984)
as a function of soil solution BC/AI for Norway spruce. The data suggests
that there may be an additional antagonistic efiect of Ca in addition to the
1:1 BC:AI efiect suggested by other data.
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9.L.2 Pines

79

Fig. 21 show the response to AI as observed in laboratory assays for difier-

"oi 
typ". of pine such as scots pine (Pinussgluestri's, armand pine (Pi'nus

or*ànall\, ^*"orpine 
(Pinus massoniana), aleppo pine (Pi'nus halepensi's),

jack pine (Pinus banle si'ana), white pine (Pinus strobus),longleaf pine (Pinzs

patuit l"), monterey pine (Pinus railiata) and loblolly pine (Pinus taed'a) '

Fig. i2 show the data ar¡ailable for scots pine only' There is significant

scatter visible v¡hen a.ll data is shown u¡stratified this way, and can serve to

illustrate some of the va¡iance in results between experiments' The scatter

can be shown to be caused by natural va¡iation in the plant material used,

difierences in medium pH, and differences between experimental setups where

organic exud.ates can build up and where they a're removed by drainage' The

black symboìs in the diagram all represent Scandinavian studies, the other are

German studies (Tischner 1983, Keltjens and van Loenen 1989) or a North

American study (McCormick and Steiner 1978). The data of Keltjens and

van Loenen (1989) show a very steep lesPonse, a similar response v¡as also

recorded for other species in theìr experiments' Thei¡ results should be used

with caution, since they a.re not completely consistent with other studies'

In Fig. 23 scots pine data was excluded. It can be seen how the pines

are divided in two levels of sensitivity to Al. Armand, aleppo, monterey and

white pine appear as more resistant. The data for armand and masson pine

"o-" 
fro- field data and may also be subject to alternative interpretations of

the baseline data. Thus the sensitivity for a¡mand and ma"sson pine is only

approximate, the plants may be signiÍ,cant1y more sensitive'

Pines seems to follow the Va¡selow mechanism, with the exception of

the data by Arovaa.ra and Ilvesniemi (1990), which indicate less sensitivity

and unspecific response. The responses cluster including plants with semi

quantitative data, into two Sroups with respect to Al sensitivity'

Data ftom experiments by Göransson and Eldhuset (1991) show that there

is no difierence in response between trees infected with mycorrhiza and plants

witout mycorrhi za (Fig 26). This confi¡ms the same tlpe of result obtained

for balsam frr. Aleppo pine is a subtropical pine species occurring throughout

the Eastern Mediterra¡ian and Middle East a¡ea. White pine, pitch pine,

monterey pine, longlea,f pine, slash pine, sand pine, jack pine and loblolly pine

a¡e North American pine species, pitch pine, monterey pine, Iongleaf pine,

masson pine and armand pine occur in subtropical regions such as southern

United States, southern China and East Asia' Whether the pine has needles

in groups of 2, 3 or 5 does not seem to be connected to sensitivity'
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Figure 21: Àll response data available for different pine species such as ar-
mand pine (Pi,nus armandi.i), masson pine (pi,nus massoniana), aleppo
pine (Pinus halepensi.s), jack pine (Pi,nus banksiana), white pine (p,inus
strobus), scots pine (Pinus sgluestris), longleaf pine (pi,rrus patustris), mon-
terey pine (Pinus rad,iata) and loblolly pine (Pinus taed,a).
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Figure 22: The response data for scots pine (Pi'nus syluestris) according to
difierent studies. Black symbols represents Sca¡dinavian studies'
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Figure 23: The response data for difierent pine species except scots pine, show
a Vanelow type of response to soil Al, such as armand pine (Pinus armand,i,i),
masson pine (Pinus massoniana), aleppo pine (pinus hatepensi,s) , jack
pine (Pi,nus banksiana), white pine (Pinus strobus), longleaf pine (pinus
palustri,s), monterrey pine (Pinus rarliata) and loblolty pine (pinus taeda).
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9.1.3 Other conifers and cypresses

Fig. L9 show results for Chinese frr and manda¡in fir as compa'red to masson

pine and armand pine' Chinese fir and manda¡in fir show the same sensitivity

io A1 as Norway spruce. Arma,nd pine and masson pine a're among the most

sensitive of the pines.

American Paciflc coast conifers such as western hemlo ck (T suga heterophylla)

and western red ceda¡ (Thuja pticata) are shown in Fig 24' Hemlock, red

cedar and trees of the c)?ress t)?e appeax to be very resistent to soil Al'

Larch (Larir d'ecid'ua) and douglas fu (P seud'otsugas menzi'esü) is shown

in Fig. 25. Two difierent studies (Ryan et al., 1988a,b and Keltjens and

van Loenen, 1989) yield somewhat difierent sensitivities for douglas fir' The

study of Keltjens and van Loenen (1989), showed signficant mortality with
increasing Al for douglas ûr and larch, but near insensitivity for the surviving

fractions in the experiments. The study of Keltjens and van Loenen (1989)

used one year nursery plants. Keìtjens and van Loenen 1989 also obtained

results for pine which also showed pecularities. R¡ran et al', (1988) found

more insensitivity to soil solution Al than Keltjens and van Loenen, (1989)'

Data for la¡ch and douglas biomass represent total biomass production in the

experiments, including mortality. One possibility is that the results of Ryan et

a1. (1983) should be given more weight, giving douglas frr the same sensitivity

as hemlock.

5.1.4 Mycorrhiza

Mycorrhiza is considered to be an important part of the root system of a

tree, and the tree and mycorrhiza fungus live in a symbiosis' Mycorrhiza is

generally seen as a kind if integrated extension of the root system, and may

be as la,rge or larger than the root system it self' The mycorrhiza system is

generaliy considered to be very important for the nutrient collecting capabüity

ãf th" t."", and an¡'thing that could afiect the functioning of the mycorrhiza

system would be of interest.

Accordingly, a few experiments have been designed to study the efiect of

soil acidity of roots without mycorrhiza and trees with roots infected with

mycorrhiza. The data available for balsam frr (Entry et al', 1987) and scots

pine (Göransson and Eldhuset, 1987) may seem to suggest that mycorrhiza is of

no releva¡ce for the response to Al whether the root is infected by mycorrhiza

or not. Entry et a1., (1987) showed the effect of soii acidity a'nd A1 directly on

mycorrhiza and other soil microorganisms. simila¡ results were also obtained

for bacteria (Ohno et a1. 1983). The response isotherm for mycorrhiza alone

appea.rs to be similar to that of spruce and pine (Figs' 26, 18' 27)'

For 3 difierent species mycorrhiza, the Vanselow response type was found
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and K(Vanselow):000.5, yielding a BC/AI limit of 1. For the fungi (Actiniomgcetes),
K:0.00005 and BC/Al-limit: 2. The response for several bacteria was also
found, it was very sensitive K(Vanselow):0.02 and BC/Al-limit:6. The same
t¡pes of tesponses are found for fungi and bacteria as for trees without any
exception. This has fa.r-reaching consequences for the interpretation of the
empirically observed response functions.

A much more comprehensive review of the response of soil fungi and soil
bacteria involved in organic matter decomposition has been carried out by
Jönsson et al. (199a). We would ¡ecommend this to the reader working with
mycorrhiza and soil microorganism reaction to soil acidity. That investigation
show bacteria in general to be very sensitive to soil acidity, and fungi showed
sensitivity comparable to that of Nory¡ay sptuce. It also show that the response
equations apply to soil microorganisms.

9.1.5 Response functions and critical limits
Plant species, latin na,:ne, type of Al damage mechanism, coefficient of the
response function, and BC/AI ratio at which growth has been reduced to g0%
of normal is listed fo¡ conifers in Tab. 20. It approximates the BC/Al-limit
for reduction to 90% of no¡mal growth unde¡ field conditions.



9.1 Conifers

A Westem Hemlock
a Westem Red Ceda¡
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Figure 24: The response data for two American Paciûc coast conifers, western

hemiock (Tsuga heterophgtta) aû, western red cedat (Thuja plicata) ' Tlrle

data was taken from seedling experiments by Ryan et aJ., 1989a, b and Keltjens

and van Loenen, (1989).
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Figure 25: The response data for larch (Larir decidua) and douglas ûr
(P s eud,ot s ug a s rnenzi,e sü).
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9.7 Conifers
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Scots pine without rrrycoftzza
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Figure 26: A comparison between experiments with scots pine without myc-

orrhiza and scots pine with mycorrhiza, revealed no difierence in the response

of growth to soil solution Al (Göransson and Eldhuset 1987). There is a near

1:1 correspondence between the response to Al for pine with and without my-

corrhiza. It does not appea,r as mycorrhiza does much to ofier the plant extra

protection.
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Figure 27: The response data for different types of mycorrhiza on balsam
fir, actinomycetes and soil bacteria. Data suggests that mycorriza is equal or
more sensitive to soil A1 than the tree. THis suggests that the s',mbiosis of
mycorrhiza may be seriously disturbed by soil acidification.
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R€â€tioÃ typê K-w¿lue BclAl(clit)

G¡¿bd Himalay¿n ñr
Wester¡ Szechù¿n Chinese 6r

Yunnsn Chinêêe ffr
We6têm Chinese ñ¡
Ce¡t¡al ChiDâ sprùcê

Abi.es ñephîolepti.e

Abi.es cheñ3ie1s¿6

Pi.ed li.kiañgeneis

U¡sÞeciffc K=0 1

Onspecific I<-ø.2

n.d, n.d.
n,d. ¡-d
n,d. n,d
n.d. û d
¡,d, n.d,
¡.d. D,d.
n.d. n.d
¡.d. n d-

lj¡speciÊc K:0.3
Unspeciñc K=o.35
Ijnsp€ci6c (:o 35
UnsÞ€ciôc K=o 35

n.d. D.d.
n.d. n d
n,d, n d
n.d, n,d
n,d. n d
n.d, D.d.
¡.d. ¡,d.

Un6pêciñc K=2
ûnEpeôi6c K=6

Dwa¡f ñôüntsi¡ pi¡e

V¿DEelow K=0-o00002 o s
VaDselow K=o,o00002 0.5
Vônselow K=0 0OOOO2 0 5
VdÊ€lôw K=0,000o04 0 6

¡.d. ¡.d. 0.6
V¿nselow K=0.00008 o g

vâ¡sêlow I<=O,OOOO15
E,d. n,d, 1

n,d, !.d 1

\/ènselø K=o.o0002 L2
Vân6elow K=0.00002 r'2
vansêlow K:0,00002 7.2
V¿Dselow K=o,o0003 1.5
Vân6elow K=o.oooog 1 5
\/a¡Ê€ld K:0.00005 2

n.d. ¡.d. 2
n,d, nd 2

v¿¡selow ß:0,0001 4

Nor¿herr white cedâr
Thvjo plcata Vènselow K=0 oo00001
Thtja Ò.¿t¿IeÙtdtis nd D-d
Tsùaa heteîôphlrUa V¿õBelov K=o 0000003
Pse;dôtsuqo ñe^zerii V¿nselow K=0 0oo0004

Claptotueria jdPolica Dd nd'
Larí,z d,e.idua Vans€low K=o 00005

0,09
o,1
0.2
0,3

1
2

Table 20: Response tlpe and estimated aluminium response coemcients fol
pine and other conifers. The BC/Al-limit represents grov'th reduced to 80%

of unafiected. x: BC/41*¿:0.5' based on ûeld estimate' *+: BCf Al.,¿r:Z'Q

under field conditions.
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Methôd Se¡silivity Esrimêred
cl¿ss BclA(c.it)

J¿pênes€ black pine

Thùja oràentdlis F&BA
JúñípherLs.hineñsàs ¡.&BA
Chdñ¿ê¿ pdiís lLnebr¿ê F&BA
Po¿ôcarptsmde.,phsll¿s F&BA
Pinus ¿hLnbelsnøni F&BA
Pinls ñdssonü F
Clatinshdñiølanceôldra F
Cedîús ¿eo¿oro F
Craptoneîía jdponicd ¡
larts ¿hi,nens¿s !'
Pínus taeda F
TaÌod,iLm dtêticuñ F
MetaseqLo¿a sllp¿õstroboi.læ F

St¡ons 0,3
St¡ô¡A 0.3
Strorg 0.3
Strông 0,3
Rdativeìy st¡ô¡A o,7
Slishtly dênsitive
SligLtly s€¡sitiÈ 20"
Slishtly se¡ôitiwe 7-4
Slightly sensitiv€ t,4
Slishtly sên6itiwe r.4
Slish¿ly se¡sitire 1.5'
Se¡sitive 2
Ve¡y sensitiwe 6

Table 21: Relative tolerance of coniferous trees to acid deposition as screened
in Chinese bioassays (BA) and as derived from field surveys (F). * represents
values estimated in accurate laboratory experiments.

9.2 Deciduous and broadleaf trees

9.2.L Temperate and borea_l trees

Fig. 28 show the bioassay response for European birch or silver birch (Betula
pend,ula), the Ame¡ican species; paper btrch (Betula papyri, f era), grey birch
(Betula populifolio) and yellow buch (Betuta alteghaniensis). There is good
consistency between experiments, despite differences in base cation concentra_
tions and birch species. Silver birch is more tolerant to A1 than paper birch
and aspen. Paper birch is mo¡e sensitive than European beech, European oak
and suga.r maple. There is good consistency between the results of Göransson
and Eldhuset (1987) and the other results, despite funda¡irental d.ifierences in
experimental design.

Aspen (populus trernula) and European alder (Alnus gtutinosa) is shown
in Fig. 29. Alder appea.r to be significantly more sensitive than birch, beech
and oak. Dâta ì¡r'as taken f¡om ftom McCormick and Steiner, 19Zg; Steiner et
a,1., 1980, 1984; a"nd McCormick and Amendola, 1983.

Fig. 30 show a comparison between laboratory bioassay results fo¡ Eu-
ropean oak (Querans robur) arrd America¡ rcd oak (euercus rubra). Bolh
trees show the same response.

Fig. 31 show response data for European beech (Fagzs sgluatica) and
American beech (Fagus grand,i, f olia) from laboratory bioassays in Germany
and Sweden, as compa,red to the available freld data. beech apparently follow
the Vanselow response mechanism, and show little elasticity in its response to
Al as compared to spruce. This implies that there is a small distance from
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initial growth decline to a full dieback. The data was taken from Rost-Siebert,

1983; Asp and Berggren' 1990; ûeld data from Ulrich (1984). American beech

appeax to tre slightly more tolerant to soil acidity than its European relative'

Fig. 32 show laboratory bioassay results for sugar m aple (Acer saccharum),

trees from Northeastern United States and Easterr Canada. The tree is used

for commercial collection of maplesyrup. Both stem growth and root grotth
data are shown and indicate the same response.

Fig. 33 show laboratory data for two North American bushes, honey locust

(Gled,itsi,a triachantos) and autumn oltve (Elaeagnus umbellata), a relative

of han'thorn. Alder is included for compa,rison. The soil acidity response

of honeylocust is comparable to the response of suga.r maple in terms of Al
sensitivity, whereas the bush autumn olive is much more sensitive.

Crack willow (Satir fragi'li's) seem to be the only temperate tree discov-

ered so far to follow the Gapon mechanism. It shows a large eìasticity in the

response to Al, making the determination of a limiting AI concentration less

meaningfuI. The data is shown in Fig. 39. The large elasticity implies that
even if grov"'th is significantly afected by Al, the tree will still survive without
difficulty, adjusting to a lower grou.'th activity level.

9.2.2 Tbopical and subtropical trees

Fig. 34 show the response of teak (Tec.tm'a grand'i,s) in Nigerian plantations

as compared to guapira (Guapi,ra olfersiana), and eucalyptus (Eucalyptus
gummiJ era), all are trees belonging to subtropical or tropical climate' Guapira

is a tree of the tropical mountain cloud-forest in Venezuela, South America'

It grows under very humid conditions. It appears as if eucalyptus is the most

sensitive of the tbree tree species to soil acidity when this is expressed as the

(CatMg*K)/Al ratio.
Fig. 35 shows the data for cotton (Cossypium hirsutum)- For cotton,

two difierent interpretations are available of the base cation data. The one

giving a smooth response cìïve was chosen before the interpretation giving a

discontinuity in the curve.

Sour orange (Câtrus auranti'um) anð' Japanese mandarin orange (Ci'trus

natsud,aid,ai) is shown in Fig. 36. The data originate from both seedling

experiments, younger trees and trees several yea,rs old in a Japanese nursery'

Peach (Prunus persica) is shown in Fig. 37. Peach is a fruit tree found

in subtropical areas, originating ftom the southern slopes of the Caucasus

mountains. Peach is closely related to apricot' plum and cherry. The Al
sensitivity is comparable with honey locust and beech. The experiments were

ca¡ried out on young trees in Pots.
The response data for tea (Carnilli'a sinensi's) is shown in Fig. 38' Tea

is reportedly tolerant to A'1, and it can take up 1a.rge amounts of Al in its

91
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leaves and purge it by letting the leaves fall. The response to soil acidity is
apparently of the unspecifrc type. The diagram show the response to Al at
two P levels in the nutrient solution. Much P seem to make the plant more
tolerant to Al. The response curve has a peculia.r form, sinking at low and high
BC/AI ratios. Why this happends is not understood at the moment, but it is
possible that Al may complex P in a form not readily available to the plant.
In the experiments reviewed, grovth of eucalyptus as well as tea declined at
Al concentrations below 0.3 mM/l for unknown reasons.

Cofree (Cof Jea arabica) is the only tree beside crack wlllow (Salir fragi.ti.s)
so fa¡ discovered to follow the Gapon mechanism. Cofiee is a tree preferring
tropical climate. Both tree species both show a la.rge elasticity in the response
to Al as is illustrated in Fig. 39. This explaines the good success of cofie on
tropical lateritic red soils. It also indicates that increasing the BC/AI ration
may increase growth of the tree. How this affects the crop of coffe beans could
not be determined.

9.2.3 Response functions and critical limits
Plant species, latin name, tlpe of Al response mechanism, coemcient of the
response function, and BC/AI ratio at which grou.th has been reduced to 80%
of normal is listed for leaf trees in Tab. 22. It approximates the BC/Aì-[mit
for reduction to 90% of nor¡na.l growth under field conditions.
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Figure 28: Compa"rison of response data ftom individual bioassay experiments

for silver b:udn (Betuta pend'ula) shown as white dots and lumped results for

American birch species shown as black dots, for the North American species

paper birch (Betuta papyri' f era), grey birch (Betula populi f olia) and yellow

birch (Betula aLLeghani ensis).
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Fignre 29: The response data fo¡ alder (Alnus glutinosa) and aspen (poputus
trernula).
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t20
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Soil solution (Ca+Mg+K)/Al molar ratio

Figure 30: The relation between ûeld obserrations of growth decline for oak

(Querans robur), red oak (Quercus rubra) as a function of BC/41 ratio.

German field data fo¡ oak has been inciuded (Black dot, Utrich 1984).
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O European Beech

A American Beech

n Field, Eìrropean Beech

-k(v){.000004

0.01 0.1 I 10 100 1,000
Soil solution (Ca+Mg+K)/Al molar ratio

Figure 31: The relation between laboratory experiments and flejd observations
of growth decline for European beech (Fagus sytuati,an), American beech
(Fagus grand,ifolia) in relation to the BC/AI ratio.
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Figure 32: The response data for sugar maple (Acer saccharum). The data

was taken ftom Thornton et aI., 1986.
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Fignre 33: The response data for honey locust or (Swe; korstörne) (Gleilitsi,a
triachantos) and autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbeltata). Autumn olive, a
North American bush related to hawthorn and rowan. Honeylocust and au-
tumn olive appea.r follow the Vanselow mechanism. The data was taken from
Sucoff et aI., 1989; Thorton et al, 1985, 1983.
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Figure 34: The response data for Nigerian t'eak (Tektona grand,is) ' Eucalyp-

lr:rs (Euulyptus gummi f era) and Venezuelan g:uapta (Guapi,ra ol f er siana) ,

a cloud-forest tree.
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Figure 35: The response data for domesticated Indian cotton (GossEþum
hir sutum).
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Figure 36: The response data for sweet orange (Citrus sinensi's) and Japanese

manda¡in orange (Ci,trus natsudaidai).
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Figure 37: The response data for peach (Prunus persica).
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Figure 38: The response data for Chinese tea (Cami,llia si,nensi,s). The dia-
gram show the response to Al at two P levels in the nutrient solution. Much
P seem to make the plant more tolerant to Al.
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0.01 0.1 I 10 100 1,000
Soil solution BC/AI molar ratio

Figure 39: Response data for crack willov¡ (Salir fragi,Iis) and cofiee (Cof Jee
arabica). willow and cofiee were the only plants of those investigated that
showed behavior according to the Gapon mechanism. The la,rge elasticity
implies that even if gronth is significantly afiected by Al, the tree will still
su¡vive without difrculty, adjusting to a lower growth activity level.
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ReactiôD tlæe K-Elue BclAl(c¡it)

Jèpan€se ma¡da¡i¡ ô¡ânge

Clerliß.a ¿ría.haatoÉ

QieÌ.ts palúst|is

FdgLê grdtud.i. f oLiø

Gôêsypi!ñ h¿rstlvn
Rob ini. a p s èú.to d.h a.i.4
Cdñ,Uia snlenB¿B

Gtop.ro oLfergiañd

Betvlø pdpgrite?o
Bettld popvli!ôl¿ø
Bê¿uld dlleshan¿enBis
Cn*us atuîdn¿àtm

FÌotiiivs êrêlÊior
ELcdlgptLs sumnàlê|d
Cntrus f,ab!¿øi¿a¿
Rho.Lo¿en.l,rôñ pôn¿i.Lm

øl,aeasnúÊ unbelatø

V¿nselow K=o,0000005
n,d, D.d,

\/êDselôw K=0.000004
VôNelow K=o,oo0004

¡,d, ¡.d.
VÐGelow K:0,000004
Vânselow k=0,ooo0o4
Va¡sêlow K=0.0000o4

n,d. n,d,
vanÉelôw K=0.000006
Vènselow K:o,000004
v¿nset4 K=o.0000o4

¡.d. n.d.
Unsp€ciñc K=o.3

n.d, ¡.d,
IJnEpeciÂ¿ K=0.4
ûnspeciffc K=0,4
Vs¡Gelow K:0,000002

n,d. n,d,
¡,d, q.d-

vanselow K:0,00005
Vonseld K=O.00005
Vadelôv K=0.00005
V¿nselow K:o,00005
V¿n6elow (=o.oo005

n.d. n.d.
n,d, n.d.
n,d. n.d.

\/Mseìow K:0,00006
Vâ¡6elow l<=O,OoO3
Va¡s€lôv K=0.00o4
OepoD K:0,08

V¿nælow K=O.0002
vanôelôw K=0.0005
V¿nselow K=0.o005
Gapon K=O.2

o.4
0.5

o,6*
o.6
0.6
0,6
0.6
0,6
0,6
0,8

0.6
0,6-l
1.2
1.2
1.4

1,4
r.4
t,4
2
2

2

t.4-2
1,9
2

2,4
3

4,5
5

6
6

"Iable 22: Response type and estimated a.luminium response coemcients for
difierent species of deciduous trees and bushes ordered accolding to relative
sensitivity. The BC/Al-limit represents growth reduced to 80% of normal. *
BC/AI:0.35 based on a ûeld value for stem grolr,'th. n.d. represents values

derived from a combination ofthe qua,ntitative data in this study and the semi-

quantitative data of Cronan et al., (1989); Kowa.lkov¡ski (1987) and Ulrich
(1985), as well as unpublished data.
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ÞDglish Mêthôd Sensitivity BC/Allcrit)

Assêm ¡ùbber tr€e
T¿U Fis

Chircse wo*lê¿wd p¡ivét

CdetaíôpiseclelophpU¿ F&BA
M¿cllelia nd.¡\1'rc;
CasLarind¿quisetàlôIi¿ ¡.&BÁ
Fi.us eløstica F&B-A
Fi.uÊ dl¿i,s'ind F
Sdbino chitens.ê F&BA
Lis¿strLñ lucnd,um F&BA
OêñañthLs Íorres¿i,i, F&BA
Cametio japôni,ún F&BA
CoñeUid âi,ñensú F&BA
Cañe|ia oleiieîd F&BA
Cntrvs .Ieli,.iôsa F&BA
CitlLs sinensiê F&BA
Diospuros kdhí F&BA
E,bàeêLe BsriocLs F
Populur 6¿nñ¿i F
BovsainrileaspectabiliÊ F
Melia dzê¿ørach F
Palbersia ¡qpedña F&BA
Co¿øI1id ô aía !.&BA
Gdr¿è ia eze.húdnêns& F&BA
GaÌd,enidjasminoid,q F&BA
Møsnoqa d.eÛL.Id¿d F
Eu.alspttstêrêti¿ornis F&BA
Oled eLîÒpdeo ¡.&!¡.{
Pùr'icø srdndtÙñ F&BA
lrachuco,pLÉÍortLne¿ ¡'&BA
Viburiúñ auøbLkt ¡.&BÀ
Rhøpia eøcelsd F&BA
NeríLn iirlicun F&BA
Celtis orieatol& F
søgsoJrú tzuno F
Ergthrina índ,icd F
Conph¿othe.ddcLntlo¿a F
Cu.as îe ôlutø F

0.
o,
o.
0.
o,
0.
0,
0.
0.

Table 23: Relative tolerance of decideous trees to acid deposition as screened
in Chinese bioassays (BA) and as derived from field surveys (F), part 1. *

represents values estimated in accurate laboratory surveys.



9.2 Deciduous and brcadlea,f trees

One problem a¡ose in connecting the Chinese relative sensitivity classifi-

cations into numerical BC/AI limit values. Some of the plants on the Chinese
lists ocurred on both lists. These were however too few for a ca.libration of the
Chinese list, but could be used for back-checking. Cumulative distributions
of BC/AI limit values were made from the numerical lists available. Tab. 25

show the maximum value of local maxima of the critical BC/AI limit within
each vetation group. Connection between the Chinese sensitivity classiûca-

tion and the numerical vaiues of BC/41 ratios was established by pairing the
maxima with the Chinese classes.

to7
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Methôd S€Nitivity EsìiñaLed
cl¿ss Bc/Ai(cdr)

7.4'

Table 24: Relative tolerance of trees to acid deposition as screened in Chinese
bioassays (BA) and as derived from freld surveys (F), paú 2. * represents
values estimated in accu¡ate laboratory experiments.

Jèp¿¡é6e cin¡amon

OrieDtèl mahôA¿¡y
Chinesê úêhosany
Formosan sreet gùh

Eü€dlyÞtus maLogan'

Chínondnthus prde.o¡
C¿nndnonun comphõra
Ciñranomuñ jdponica
C innam ontn p d r ¿ h èn oø g lxm
Ligustrlm eLi,htuí
Gled,itêia sinensis
Eibiscus mttdb¿li,s
Er¿obotra¿ jdpoticd
P aLIôuñ ia cøtdLpi, I ôli,a
Baúh¿flia rdriegøto
BÌ ous s Òñetia paî,sîi J eî d
GreríUeo robLe¿a
Jasm, úm tuud,if|ofLñ

L¿gLid,øñbar f ornæd ¿

Pløtdn¿s ôriental,is
Ndn¿ind d,omest¿.a
Fi.us stbldn.eola¿a

Sôphora joponi¿d
Alib¿zzd jLli,briesin
PtêrÒ¿argo stenopterd
ELcalsptts |ôbls¿a
Robinid pÉêõ d.oacdcid

Acer buerser¿dnLn
Vlñls Þarþífolio

i



9.2 Deciduous and broadleaf trees

Vegetation n I II III IV V VI VII VIII
type

Conifers 35 0.3 0.5 1.2 2 10

Deciduous 36 0.6 L.4 2 6 75

G¡asses 39 0.5 10 10 45 300

He¡bs 25 0.3 1.0 3 5 50 100 800

Crop plants 17 2 6 50 80 400

Average 0.3 0.5 1.1 2.2 I 50 90 500

Chinese St¡ong R€I. SI. Sens. Very Very Very Very
tolela,nce st¡ong sens. sens. sens. sens. sens

Table 25: The table show the BC/41 vaìue at local maxima in the frequency

distribution of the critical BC/AI limit within each vegtation group listed.

Connection between the Chinese sensitivity classifrcation and the numeri
cal values of BC/41 ratios was established by matching the average maxima

BC/AI limits with the Chinese sensitivity classes.

Chinese Strong Rel. SI. Seos. Very
tole¡â,nce strong sens. seDs

Conife¡s 0.3 0.5 7.2 2 70

Deciduous 0.6 7.4 2 6 75

Table 26: The table show possible BC/Al-limits for the Chinese serìsitivity
ciassfication. The numerical values of BC/AI ratios was established by pairing
the maxima for each plant class with the Chinese classes.
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10 Field response for trees

Data for field response yielding unique and clear connections between soil
acidity and tree decline is not possible to find. The reason for this are many.
If Fig. 1 is studies, it becomes evident that many factors will afiect growth
or decüne of growth. Under laboratory experimental conditions, these factors
can be controlled, and the factors not studied can be eliminated by clever
experimental design. Then a clea¡ connection between say soil pH and grorth
can be produced, as the " noise" from other factors in the experiment will be
low.

Under field conditions, several of these factors cannot be controlled and
eliminated for practical reasons. This often leads a systenm ,,noise,, of the same
magnitude as the signal sought for. Thus variations in grorrth due to water
ara,ilability during one decade may be larger th¿n the impact on growth by
progessing soil acidification under the same decade. The efect of acidification
may thus be signiûcant, but invisible due to the inability of the desing to
separate it from the "noise".

When we find a fie1d response) it is no certain way vr'e can make sure that
the trend is due to soil acidfication, as other factors can never be excl.uded.
This is further enlanced by the fact that some of the difierent factors may
have synergetic efiects.

10.1 Data sources for field response

Data on fleld observations of growth decline coupled to soil chemistry is diffi-
cult to find, often the grov-th data is semlquantitative. Often data collected
not for this purpose was brought together from diferent sources to yield in-
formation enough to generate a¡r overview picture and connections. Several
studies from North America, Flance, Germany, Poland, Africa and China
were found. Where data from individual studies came ftom and how they
have been combined, has been listed in Tab. 27-4L The data concerning
Norway spruce, silver fir, scots pine, a,rmand pine, masson pine, red spruce,
European beech, ora.:rge and teak. Data of a more generaÌ nature was ex-
tracted from Falkengren-Grerup and Erfüsson, 19g0, Papke and Krahl-Urban,
1988; Rehfuss, 1988, Ulrich and Matzner, 1988; Ulrich et al., 1984, 1988; Zöttl,
1988.

Several of the references cited do not contain any relation on grow.th related
to soil chemistry, but further evaluation would lead to such a correlation.
Sometimes only growth data alone or soil chemistry aÌone is available for a
certain site. Then the lacking soil chemistry or gronth data for the same site
was sometimes found in anothe¡ reference.

Tab. 27 lists where we found different components needed to assess the



10.1 Data sources for freld response

gron'th rate respoße under fleld conditions. It must be stated that the re-

sponse can be determined with good accuracy in a number of laboratory as-

says, but that the same degree of exactness is not possible with the fleld data.
The sensitivity of severa.l other species could be approximated by combin-

ing quantitative data with semi-quantitative and qualitative determinations
(Kowallowski, 1991; Cronan et aJ, 1989).

A study on Armand and Masson Pine in China was found (Ma, 1991),

v¡here the Armand Pine stand was healthy in 1960 with a high BC/41 ratio
of 8.8 and dying in 1984 v¡hen the BC/Al-ratio was 0.04. The growth rate

was set at 100% for 1960 and 20To for the dying stand' Other studies v¡ere

found in results reported from France, with tree ring analysis of growth in
one reference and accurate soil chemistry for three spruce sites (one healthy,

two declining) a¡d two silver ûr sites (one health¡ one declining) in other
references. The data could be brought together to give a quantitative relation.
Data for soil chemistry at mountain sites in New Hampshire, Nev¡ York and

Vermont, USA, was compa.red with tree ring analysis of tree grorvth from
the same mountain along transects up the mountain. Soil data for the sites

were found in sepa.rate references. Almost all sites leave some or much room

for interpretation of the data. Several of the studies cited above, compare
growth and gro*4h reductions to Al soil solution concentrations only. When
one investigator reports significant growth changes at 2.5 mg Al/1, whereas

another reports no change until 15 mg Al/l or more, then this difference can

often be traced back to difierences in Ca and Mg concentrations of the soil
solution. The grou.'th effect expressed as a function of (Ca*Ms-lK)/Al ratio
instead of A1 concentration alone will generaJly remove most of the difierence

between such studies on the same plant species.
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M¿tzher et al., 1987
Matzn€¡ ènd Ul¡ich, 1984
Uhich 1933,194õ
Mâtzner and B¡edêbeier, 1945

C¡oDâ¡ el al., 198?

M¿tzner et al,, 194?

Uldch 19a3,1985
Mêtzner and B¡edeheier, 1985

C¡oran et ô1,, 19az

Zöttl (pe¡6 comm), 1990

Zöttl 6¡d AldiDs€¡, 1983
Zöttl (pe¡s comm), 1990

BonDeâu, 1991, B€ck€! 1991
Bôn¡êaù, 1991, Beckêr 1991

Damb¡in¡e eU al., 1992
Dambrinne (Þer. côñ.)

FssmüsseD êt â1., 1992

Rasmu66en eL al., 1992

Ræmussên et al,, 1992

I¡il6
Ililá

Scùluch6ee, Bleck Forest

Schluch6ee, N. Blèck Fô¡est

Villinsen, Bl¿ck ¡orest

Viui¡ge¡, S. BlÀck Forcst

Obelswâ¡ñsteiDach
Obê¡swaÌmsteinâch
Ob€rswârÞst€i¡âch

Mo¡L Loü,ié¡€, AL6åce

GerE¿ingoütte, Alsace
G¡andê MoÞcasne, Alsace
Stê. B. de Cbipôtte, Als¿ce

StEngbacù, ALsÈce
St¡ensbach, Alsâce

Dâmas€d, ¡eedlê los6, BC, Ál
BClAr
D¿based /Êealrhy, rFrôk€, Bcl¡.t
D¿@ased/E€alìLr ùptsk€, BClAl
BC, AI
BC, AI

He¿lthy, slovth, BC, Al

Dèm¿Eed/E€Blrhy, ùÞrôke, Bc/Al
Daaased/gealthy, uptske, BC/AI

Upt¿k€ chênse, BC, Al
BC, AI

BC, AI

BC/Al

BC, At

BA/At

BC, At

BC, At
UptaLe chêns€, BCIAì

F¡ôt A¡owtÈ, BC/AI

BC, At
UÞtake ch6ns€, BClAl

Uptak€ cb¿Dse, BCl41

Defolistion, $ôvth
D€foliâtior, sroçth
Dêfoli¿tion, s!ôsth
Defoliêtion, g¡oÈ-th

Heålthy/Dahãged, s¡owth, BCl-4ì
IIe¿lthy/D¿mâsed, s!owth, BC/Al
Dùased, s¡ath, BC/AI
I¡ealthy, g¡ôv¿h, BC/AI
D¿mâg€d, srowth, BClAl
llea¡thy, s¡or.th, BC/AI

UÞtâke, defoliètion

Notuay spruc€, Beech
Noruèy Sp¡uce, Beech

NoNay sp¡üc€, Be€ch

No¡wãy ÉÞ¡uce, Beech

No¡w¿y sp¡uce, Beêch

N. Sprucê, Silve¡ ñr
N, 6Þ¡uce, Silre¡ 6¡

N. SÞ¡uce, Silv€¡ ñ¡
N, sÞruce, Silre¡ 6.

N, 6ÞÌuce, Silv€r ñr

N. spruce, Silre¡ ñ!
N. 6pruce, Silvé¡ 6¡

Table 27: Data sources for ûeld response of tree grotth to soil acidifrcation in
Europe.
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Mâ 1991
Ma 1991
M6 1991

Bar¡a¡d et al,, 1989
JobDson e[ à1., I9a5
Vogelhenn et al., 19a5

Bèrnard et ¿1,, 1989
C¡ô¡an €t è1., 1947
Shortlê ¿¡d Smith, 19AA

Barnard et al,, 1989
D¡iscoll eL al-, r9a7

B¿¡nard €t â1., 1939
C¡onan et al., 1987

Bâ¡¡â¡d et a¡-, 1998
Cron¿n et aL, 1987

JohDson et à1,, 1945
Clo¡En et al., 19a7

Driscoll eh à1., 1S92
JohnsoD I et al., 1992

Lin and Myhr€, 1990
Yôkomizu ênd lshihâra, 1973

Dlechsel et al., 1990

Wùsh¿n mourain, Sichu¿n
Nâ¡shà¡, Chonsqins
Enei Eo!¡tâi¡, ChoDsqins

WÀitêfêcê Dountâin NY
Whitef¿ce Eountains,whitefôce mountuinB

Whité bôuDtèin. NH
White Eou¡t¿i¡, Nll

Adi¡ô¡dack p6¡k NY
Adi¡oÈdack pdk NY

gùntington fo¡e6t NY
Eu¡tington fo¡€st NY

Áppôl¿chiâns, PA, v\¡/

Hubba¡d B¡ook, NH
Hùbbard Brook, NH

Relative sro*ah, BC/AI
Relôtiv€ srovth, BC/AI
Relativ€ growth, BC/Àl

BC, Al
BC, Al

BC, Al

BC, At
BC, A1

BC, AÌ

Tle€-¡ing srelyEi6, BC, Al

Rel¿tive g.ôs.th, BC, Aì

Fleser 6¡, Red 6prùce

Sp¡uce, ñ¡, b€ech, mâple

Table 28: Data sources for freld response of tree growth to soil acidification in
Asia, Aftica and America.

]O.2 Results

There a¡e virtually no results readily available in the literaturte on tree gro'rth
response to soil solution Al in a form that is f¡ee of critisism. Much was

gained in understanding by synthesizing the alrailable information for very di-
verse sources, even if such transdisiplina,ry work sometimes are not wanted

by al1 pa,rts of the science. It sometimes mea¡t combining results, experi-
ences and opinions of resea¡chers which amongst themselves would not always

be on very good terms, something that prevents constructive discussion on

how the synthesis is best made. Figure 40 show the results for Red Spruce

(Picea rubens), Norway Spruce (Pi'cea abies) and Silver Fir (Abies alba) rcing
data from the New York Adirondack mountains, the White mountains in New

Hampshire and Camels Hump Vermont together with data from the German

Harz, Fichtelgebirge and Schwa.rzwald and the French Vosges mountains. Fig.
41 show simila¡ results for deciduous trees in Central Europe and Japan. The
freld data show the sa.me shape as the laboratory data for the same species,

but shifted towards higher Al tolerance. The drawn line represents the valence
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unspecific model, k:0.15.
Data for forest decline on the Green Mountains in New Hampshire and

Camels Hump in Vermont indicate that Fraser Fir closely follow Red Spruce
response unde¡ field conditions (Krahl-Urban et aJ., 1988; Johnson, 1988).

The field growth response data is based on observation of growth of large
mature trees in natural forests using tree ring analysis or yea"rly stem width
increment combined with soil a¡id soil water a.nalysis data. Data were derived
from an evaluation of results presented in Àmerican, French, and Canadian
studies (Becker, 1991; Bonneau, 1991; Driscoll et al., 1g87; Barnard et al.,
1989.
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70.2 Results
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Figure 40: The relation between freld observations of growth decline for Red

Spruce (P'icea rubens) taken from American data, Norway Spruce (Picea

abi,es) and Silver Fir (Abies alba) taken ftom French and German data. Data
used to construct the values for the diagram were taken from Becker, 1991;

Bonneau, 1991; Driscoll et al., 1987; Barnard et al., 1989; Krahl-Urban et al.,

1990; Werner, 1990.
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Figure 41: The relation between field observations of growth decline for some
deciduous trees. Data used to construct the values for the diagram were taken
from Bonneau, 1991; Driscoll et al., 1g87; Barna¡d et al., 1989; Krahl-Urba¡r

iåå1., 
tnnO' Werner, 1990; U]rich (1985), Worku (1982) and Vogelmann et at., 
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Figure 42: The response data for norway spntce (Picea abi'es) ar.d red spruce

(Picea rubens) as compared to freld response data for the same tree species.

Ttees appear to be more tolerant to Al under field conditions than in labora-

tory bioassays. Explanations for the difierence can be found in the text.
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Molar soil solution (Ca+Mg)/Al ratio

Figure 43: The relation between fleld grov.th a¡rd soil solution BC/AI ratio.
The diagram show how the laboratory isotherm will result in a calculated
gror.th response corresponding to the freld isotherm and data. The laboratory
bioassay isotherm was incorporated in the soil chemistry model PROFILE and
the tree was allowed to optimize its uptake.
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70.2 Results

0 20 40 60 80 100

Calculated remaining growth with PROFILE

Figure 44: Testing the predicted gron'th changes versus observed field growth

change. The correlation between observed values and calculated is good. The
model slightly overpredict the response in the freld when k:0.4. There is no

overprediction if k:0.33.
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Figure 45: It can be seen from the data that the sensitivity may change over
time as the plant gets older. Orange, beech, oak and pine aJl seem to folìow the
same pattern, whereas spruce possibly show a signiflcantly different behaviour.
All trees become more sensitive with age. A guess would be that spruce in
reality have the same increase in sensitivity with age as is suggested by field
surveys.

The ¡elevance of using seedlings and juvenile trees as ¡epresentatives for
mature trees can be analysed with the data presented in Fig. 45. The avail-
able information indicate that the sensitivity of beech, oak, orange and pine
increase with time.

1O.3 Difrerences between field and laboratory conditions
The consistency of the difference observed between field results and laboratory
assays) may possibly allow for extrapolation to other plants with similar root
functioning, using laboratory bioassay values. The difierence may be explained
by the following factors. It can be seen how the slope of the response-function
change with response mechanism. It can be seen that trees will tolerate more

0.1



10.4 Testing against Getman regional data

Al under field conditions as compared to laboratory conditions, if the response

is related to the BC/Ai value of the B-horizon. This could possibly be the
efiect of mycorrizza fungi and local phenomena a.round the roots, not captured
in a laboratory experiment. More likely is however, is the efiect of different
BC/AI vaJues in different parts of the soil, making the B-horizon value a low

estimate.
In the fleld data, growth was related to the BC/AI ratio ofthe soil solution

in the B-horizon, where it is usually lowest in many soils. In the O- and Blayer
the ratio may sometimes be significantly higher. This implies that grolvth and

nutrient uptake may be afiected in the BJayer, but less or unafiected in other
soil layers under mild to moderate soil acidifrcation conditions. Some trees

may reallocate uptake to less afiected layers, to compensate for the loss. In
laboratory experiments, the conditions have been controlled in such a way that
all roots experienced the designed BC/A1ratio. Under severe soil acidification,
the whole soil profrle will be affected, a¡d a low BC/AI ratio throughout
prevail. Accordingl¡ the two curves should converge at low BC/41 rations,
which they also appea.r to do. The response data for norway spntce (Picea

abi,es) and red spruce (Pi,cea rubens) as compared to freld response data for
the same tree species is shown in Fig. 42. Trees appear to be more tolera¡t to
Al under field conditions than in laboratory bioassays. Thus the laboratory
experiments represents the efiect of BC/41 the plant roots in a pa.rticular soil

layer would experience, but this must be weighted together for a1l layers to
estimate what the plant as a whole would experience. This implies that in soil

modeling, the laboratory values should be used in multilayered models.

LO.A Testing agâinst German regional data

This was tested in the PROFILE model (Sverdrup and Warfuinge, 1988; War-
fuinge and Sverdrup, 1992). For earh layer the laboratory assay isotherm was

applied. If uptake in one layer was restricted by the efiect of the BC/AI ratio,
then the tree was allowed to reallocate its uptake to another soil layer, only
limited by availabilþ. This will delay gro*'th resPonse until there is a break-

through of 1ow BC/AI ratios in a larger part of the soil profi1e. The PROFILE
mode1, conûgured in this wa¡ was applied to an input dataset for 13,898 forest

sites evenly distributed over the complete forested a¡ea of Germany. The cal-

culated growth ¡eduction was plotted against the ca,lculated BC/AI ratio and

compa,red to freld data on stem growth respÕnse and the iaboratory isotherm
applied inside the mode1. The result a,re shown in Fig. 43 using all the German

sites.

The results are also shown in Fig. 44 using the critical loads data base

point closest to the actual site. The distance from the calculation point where

soil data was gathered to the point where needle loss and grovth change was
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measured vary ftom 20 to 1780 meter. The correlation between observed and
field estimated growth change is 12:0.97, the standa¡d deviation less than
7%-points.

The ¡elation between root biomass and stem biomass for a number of trees
indicate that the tree re-allocates important nutrients to leaves and puts less
priorities on new root biomass production, when they are stressed by soil
acidity. This implies that the tree would become more sensitive to \¡/atet
stress and more susceptible to damage by wind as its root mass becomes less
in relation to croq/n mass, and as the roots penetrate the ground less well.
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1L Further acidification effects on trees

11-.1 Needle yellowing

The data for yellowing and defoliation was derived by assigning the mean

value for each defoliation or yellowing class used. There is a relation between

yeilowing and defoliation to be seen in the data, a conclusion contradictory to
the conclusion made earlier by the French research team (Landmam, 1991).

There is possibly large margins of error involved in these relations, but the
general trend is beÌieved to be correct.

LL.2 Defoliation and grov/th

There a¡e a few reports of studies available that yield a relation between
growth rate and needle loss for conifers in Sweden (Söderberg, 1993), in North
America (Barnard et at., 1990) a¡rd in the Vosges Mountains in Northeastern
France (Becker, 1990). The Swedish study is based on coring and needle

loss estimation at 16,650 Norway spruce trees and 15,600 scots pine trees

at equally many sites randomly distributed over Swedens forested a¡ea. The

same correlation was found for the 5 difierent region in Sweden, despite a large

climatic la¡iation over the area surveyed. This seem to exclude bias due to
climatic influences, and point to a basic coupling between grot'th and needle

loss. In North America, less trees were surveyed, the sample is estimated at
approximately 2,000 red spruce trees in New England (Krahl-Urban et al.,

1988). Apparentl¡ fraser flr show the same type of response (Krahl-Urban et

at., 1988). The French survey involved a number of stands in small regions of
Northeastern France. Sample size for silver ûr is 1'000 trees distributed among

approximately 275 sites. The obtained relations have been displayed in Fig.

47,48 arrð, compared in Fig. 46.

The following empirical relations ca¡r be derived to describe the correlations

between needle loss (BF) in % and stem growth (G) in % for Norway spruce,

scots pine, Red spruce and Silver fir.

Grotuth(N ortaag) : 101.9 - 0.5748'rsp - 0'00453L'r2u, (93)

Growth(scots pi,ne) :99.51- 0.03194 'r3p - 0.009566'r2u, (94)

Growth(red. spruce) :99.94 - 1.667 'rsp - 0.0067 ' r2Bp (95)

Grouth(siluer /zr) : 199.6 - 1.6138. rpp - 0.00607 'rlp (96)

The set of equations can be inverted to give the relation between needle ioss

and growth:

Def oliation(N orway) :98.9 - 0.5767 16 - 0.003608'r! (97)

D e J oti.ati.on(scots pi.ne) :98.76 - 0.25229 ' rç - 0.0063159 ' r! (9s)
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l^

. Scots pine lsöderberg, 1993)
L) Notrry sDruce (Söde.berq, 1993)

^ 
Red sDroce (BarnåÌd €r sl., 1990)

r Silve. lir (BeckE, 1990)

20 40 60
70 needle loss

Figure 46: The relation between observed defoliation and stem gro.nth for
Norway spruce (Picea abi,es), scots pine (Pirm,s sgluestri,s), red spruce (picea
rubens) and silver frr (Abi,es alba). Data from Ba¡nard et al., (1989); Becker
(1991) and Söderberg (1993).

De f oli,ati.on(red. spruce) :100.18 - 1.84 .rc * 0.00839 . rå (99)

Def oliation(siluer fir) : 100 - 1.51891 . rc t 0.0052584 . rZ (100)

The equations can be used to convert grov.'th to needle loss or vice versa.

11.3 Tlee mortality and root decline

The available information (Abrahamsen, 1984; Ryan et al., 1986a,b; Keltjens
and van Loenen, 1989) indicates that there is a coupling between plant survival
rate and root growth reductions. The available data for conifers have been
plotted in Figs. 49. It can be seen in Fig. 49 that the pattern is the same
for Norway spruce, douglas fir and western hemtock. The data indicate that
the Norway spruce will have 50To survival at 557o root grorth reduction, and
that 30-35% root growth reduction will lead to I00To mortality in the long
term perspective. The equation given in Fig 49 is an empirica.l relation not
based in any process, as root ptocesses coupled with internal plant processes
are responsible for the shape of the curve. The picture appear to be similar
for western hemlock and douglas fu.
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11.3 Tree mortality and root deckne

The data presently arailable indicate an empirical relation for tree survival

in 7a:

Suru'iual: -104 * 3.638 'rç - 0.0163 rf (101)

where 16 is the root gro'vlth as percent of control. The relation apply to the

survival of relatively young trees, and experimental data of the same kind is
not available for older trees. It is possible that the increased mortality may

persist into higher year classes. Support for this is found in the fact that olde¡

trees seem to sufier more tha.n younger from acid rain and its efiects in regional

forest damage surveys.

L25
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Figure 47: The relation between observed defoliation and stem growth for
Norway spruce (Picea abi,es) and scots pine (Pinus sgluestri,s), data from
Söderberg (1993)
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Figure 49: The relation between survival rate and root growth for Norway
spruce in the experiments of Abrahamsen (1984), for douglas fir in the ex-
periments of Ryan et al., (1986a,b) and Keltjens and van Loenen (1989), for
western hemlock in the experiments of Rya"n et al., (1986a,b) and Keltjens and
van Loenen (1989).
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L2 Laboratory results for ground vegetation
'J"2.1 Weeds, herbs and grasses

Fig. 50 show the response data for different types of grass such as Carex
remota, Brachypodi,um syluaticum, Deschampsia f leruosa, Holans lonatus,
Bromus erectus ar:'ð. Junans squarrosus.

Data found for Deschampsia fleruosa are shown in Fig. 51. Response

data was taken ftom Pegtel (1987), Rorison (1985), Hackett (1987), Runge
(1986) and Rode (1988).

Hackett (1987) performed experiments on Deschampsia fleruosa, anð'

compa.red the results to experiments wilh Alopeat'rus pratensis, Festucn
pratensis and Loli,um perenne, the results are shown in Fig. 52. The difierent
datasets for Deschampsia fleruosa a¡e consistent.

Ande¡sson and Brunett and Andersson 1993a,b conducted as series of ex-
periments on (Brornus benekeni'i), a grass of þpical for Swedish beech forests,

further the hetbs Allium ur si,nunt, and, Galium odoratutrt. The results a,re

pa.rticularly interesting since the study allow the separation of the efiect of
Ai f¡om that of H. The results have been displayed in Fig. 53 and 56 for
Boklosta. The results show that there is a sma,ll shift in the curve, depending

upon whether root elongination or root weight is used. The most interesting
results are shown in Fig. 56. Those diagrams show that the response line
related to BC/AI in relation the the response line related to BC/H a,re shifted
by a factor of 3. This implies that in the response expression Al and H are

additive on an equivalent basis. This is also a very strong indication that the
valence of the adverse ion is a measure of its adverse strength. For boklosta
at least, the response expression may be written:

Í(BC /At): lncz+]^-^ . @c l@r + n. H))^
(102)

lncz+1^-^ . (BC / (AI + n. H))^ + KE"p

It could probably be assumed that this ís valid in general for most plants,

considering that such a relationship a¡e hinted at in many other studies, even

if it is not aiways quantifrable in terms of response coefficients. Some of the
data for spruce hint at a similar relationship for Norway spruce where:

K6",(At + n Ð : :. KE,e(At) (103)

Fig. 57 show the bioassay response of heather (C alluna uulgari's) and
American cranberry (V accini,urn rnacrocarpon)- The data was taken ftom
Rode 1988 and Medappa and Dana 1970.

Fig. 58 show some herbs of the meadow and forest clearings such as

Gali,um sanatile ard. Di,gi,tali,s purryrea. They a,re both A1 tolera.nt and
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seem to increase in areas with soil acidification in Sweden. Fig. 58 also show
some Al intolerant plants such as Geum urbanutn, Ori,ganum uulgare and.
Mgcelis rnuralis.

The results fot Allium ursi,num and, Galium od,oratum are shown in
Fig. 59. Fot Gali,um od,oraturn, not as many datapoints a¡e available as
for Bromus benekenü,, but the results indicate the same additivity of Al and
H in the response mechanism as v¡as the case lor Bromus benekenü.

Response data for Arnica montana is shown in Fig. 60. The data was
taken from Pegtel (1987). Note that the response is to the Ca*Mg/Al ratio
excluding K. K does not seem to have any antagonistic effect on Al with arnika.



12.1 Weeds, herbs and grasses
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Figure 50: Response data for Carer remota, Brachypod'i'um syluatiat'm,,

H olcus lanatus, Bromus erectus, Deschampsia fletuosa, arrd' Junans

squarrosus. All the grasses shown above appear to follow the unspecific mech-

anism.
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Figure 51: Response d.ata lor Deschamps,ia fleruosa according to different
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Figure 52: Response data for Deschampsia fleruosa as compared to
Alopecurus pratens'is, Festuca pratensi,s and. Lol'ium perenne.
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Figure 53: The response data for Bromus benekeruii in terms of response to
the BC/AI ratio a¡d expressed in terms of root weights or root elongination.
The two re systematically shified in comparison to each other.
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12.1 Weeds, herbs and grasses
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Figure 54: The response data lor (Bromus benekeni,i,) in terms of response to
the BC/H ratio and expressed in terms of root weights or root elongination.
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Figure 55: The response d,ala for (Bromus benekeni,i) in terms of root elong-
ination as related to the BC/AI and BC/H ratios.
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12.1 Weeds, herbs and grasses
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Figure 56: The response data lor (Bromus beneken'ü,) in terms of root elong-
ination as related to the BC/AI and BC/H ratios.
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Figwe 57: The response data for heather (C atluna uulgaris) and American
cranlrerry (V acciniurn macrocarpon). They follow the unspeci.frc mechanism.
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Figure 58: Response dal,a lor Galium saratile, Di,gitalis purpurea, Geum
urbanum, Ori,ganum uulgare and Mgcelis muralis. All the herbs shown
above appear to follow the vaLence unspecfic mechanism.
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Figure 59: Response daÁ for Galium od,oratum anð, Allium ursi,num..
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Fignre 60: Response db,ta for Arnica montana. The data was taken ftom
Pegtel (1937). Note that the response is to the Ca*Mg/Al ratio excluding K.
K does not seem to have any antagonistic effect on Al with a¡nika.
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Ræecriôn ryPe K-Bluê Bc/A(c¡t)

May lily

Chichw€€d wiDtersleeD

Ameli.an cr¿!b€¡¡y

Yellôw wood ¿nemô¡e

n,è¡uDclâceous p¡snts

Comhon chickweed

Mouse-€è¡ chicktred

Cotúôr dandéliôn

Mdtdn¿henun btÍoliLn n-d.
Oral¿s a.etosella n.d,
Col¿ln âd¿dtile UnsÞ€cific
D¿gituhs pvrpLîe¿ U¡Ep€ciffc
Vace¿niLm m9î¿íllts n,d,
Ericd n,d,
lrier¿aliâ eLropaed D,d.
CaULno vllscris U¡speciñc
Vøccíi¿!ñ lttiê-id,aeo n.d,
Vaccin¡ùm macrocdrpô¡ unsÞeciñc
Med,i@so fuptL.id n.d,
Aìnicd mñtdñt UnsÞeciÊc
Aneñôñê ratøñ¿Llod.lê! n.d.
Côñrallaria ñdjalis D,d.
LdthvrLs ñisrd o.d.
Caliam od,o¡dtùñ UnsÞe.iñc
vic¿o sepiLm UnsÞecific
Ltpinvs luteus Ub6peciñ.
Orisanlm tùlgdre U¡sÞêciÊ.
Me.IL.dgò sdti,a iõt, lalczte ¡.d.
Aneño^e neñoîòsa D.d,
CroeÙs s11p n.d.
Frasdriø leoco r.d.
îri.lolt!ñ ñêd,¿øm n,d.
PriñLla aeri.s n.d,
Ceum urbdnuñ UospeciÂ.
Aquàlesíø túlsaris ¡.d.
Cdñpdnulø pers¿.àloli@ n.d.
Allium ê¿oro.Iopraeun n,d,
Leottodô^ ¿LtlnrølLs UnsÞpc'6c
AU¿un vrêín!ñ VaÀsda
Rdñan LIL' spp n.d-
Msceli s muralis Unspeciffc
SLellaîia medn UnsÞ€ciÂc
vareîídha òj ¡ic¿ùdti.s h.d.
Cêrtstirm lontdntm UqsÞeciñ.
Pruaelld anlsôris UnsÞê.i6c
Tafardc m ol licindtê uD6peciñc

15
45
50
50
50
80
100

720
720
150
300
400
aoo

I

I
I
t_
I
I

i

Table 29: Response type and estimated aluminium response coeficients for
different species of herbs and legumes. The limiting BC/Al-vaJue reptesents
root groüth for laboratory results reduced to 80% of norma.l. n.d. represents
values derived from a combination of the quantitative data in this study, sem!
quantitative data, as well as unpublished data.



72.1 Weeds, herbs and grasses r43

Reactiô¡ xyÞe K-wlue BQlAl(crit)

Perennial rye-gr¿ss

Larse mê¿dôw-g¡èss

Less€r hairy brome

Smooth meâdd-s¡âss
An¡uêl h€èdow-er¿dÊ
wood meadôw-g¡ass

JØcLs sq!ørfoÊLÊ
Dèê.hdñpsio lleøøüa

Agros¿¿s stobnnjetd
AsroE ís ûp¿Udîis
D igitari.ø sang u¿ndLas
D e schdnp sio ce apí,to.ø
B rachspô.1ì,úñ ss h oti.ctn

Alopeavl!Ê prdtetus¿s

Dis.tdrio i.scllaêmLñ
Festuca prdtens¿j
Bîoñus be eheníi

ûnspeciñc l<=o,oa
ûnsÞeciôc K=0.13
UnspeciÊc K:0,13
ûnsÞeciñc K=o,2
UrsÞêci6c K=0.2
UÈspeciÊc K:o,2

n,d, n.d-
U¡spêciñc K-7.2
Unspeciñc K=r.2
UnspêciÊ¿ K=L.2
Unspeci6c I<=1.5

¡,d, n.d.
n.d, n,d,
n.d. n,d.
n,d, n.d.
n-d. D,d,

ûnspecific ?(=a
UnspeciÊc I<:8
unspecific L=12
U¡sÞeci6c K=72

n.d. n,d,
n,d. ¡.d,
¡,d, n-d.

UDepeci6c K=50
Unspeciñc K=7o

¡.d. ¡,d,

0,3
o,5
0.5

10
10
10
10
10
15
20
30
45
45
45
43
250
300
300

Table 30: Response type and estimated aluminium response coemcients for
difierent species of grasses. The limiting BC/Al-vaIue represents root growth
for laboratory results reduced to 80% of normal. n.d. represents values de-

rived from a combination of the quantitative data in this study and semi-

quantitative data.
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12.2 Domesticated ground vegetation

Fig. 61 show difierent cultivated grain cereals, wheat (Triticum aestiuum),
barley (H orileum uulgare, tye (S ecale cereale), they seem to follow the
Vanselow mechanism. A whole range of sensitivities is represented for wheat
of difierent origins. Field data with North American Hart wheat fa.ll on the
same line as Polish Atlas v/heat.

Fig. 62 show fr:¡ther cereal crop plants, 4 difierent strains of sotghum
(Sorghurn satiua) and 4 different strai¡rs of rice (Orgza satiua). These also
follow the Vanselow mechanism, but sorghum is very sensitive to Al.

Fig. 63 show bush vetch (Vi,cia sepi,um), yellow lupin (Lupinus luteus),
horse bean (Vicia fabia), cowpea (Vignia unguiantata) a¡d sweet corn or
maize (Zea mays) - Horse bean and cowpea foLlow the Vanselow mechanism,
Yellow lupin and alfa.lfa the unspeciflc mechanism.

Experiments such as those reported by Skeen (1928) show very clea.rly that
there can be no question of the antagonistic efiect of Ca for Fe a¡rd Al on the
grorth of lupins (Lupinus albus, Lupinus phaseolus). But it is also apparent
that the toxic e$ect of these ions a,re not completely antagonized.

Fig. 64 show subterranean clover (Tri f olium subterrarutm), soya bean
(Glyci,ne max) and alfa,lfa (M ed,i,cago satiua). Soya bean follow the unspecifi.c
mechanism, clover and alfalfa the Vanselow mechanism. Very much data is
available for soya bean, only a small selection is shown here (Noble et al., 1g88;
Alva et al., 1988).

12.3 Response functions and critical limits
Plant species, latin name, tJpe of Al response type, coefrcient of the response
function, and BC/AI ratio at which growth has been reduced to 80% of normal
is iisted for diferent types of plants in Tabs. 29-31. It approximates the
BO/Al-limit for reduction to 90% of normal grorth under field conditions.
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Figure 61: Response data fo¡ wheat (Triti,cum aestiuum), baÀey (Hord,eum

uulgare, rye (Secale cereale).
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Figure 62: Response data for sorghum (S orghum sati,aa) and 4 difierent
strains of rice (Oryza sati,ua).
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72.3 Response functions and critica,l limits
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Figure 63: Response data for bush vetch (Vicia sepium)., yellow lupin
(Luþnus luteus), covpea (V'ignia ungui,culaúa), horse bean (Vicia f aba),

soya bean (Glgcine max) and maize (Zea mags).
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Figure 64: Response data for subterra¡ean clover (TriJ otium subterranum)
and alfalfa (M edicago sati,ua). Ttre tolerance of these plants to Al is inter-
mediate, and comparable to the tolerance of Norway spruce. White clover
(Tri Jolium repens), not included in the diagram, was much more sensitive
with a k:0.01.
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72-3 Response functions and critica.J limits

PlèDt species Lètin name Re¿ction type K-vêlue BC/Al(c¡it)

149

Subte¡¡aneàn clov€¡ Tr¿tol¿lm subteÌ¡añeLm v¿ns€low K=0.00o0o4 0,6
Alfalfa Me¿icaso td¿iLd V¿n.elow K=0.000002 L2
Soys b€èn CLp.i.oe noi UGpeci6¿ K:O,4 l,s
Tyle¡ whê¿t Tr¿ai.úñ aestituñ vons€low K=0.00005 2
Potato Solanun tLberæLñ V¿¡.€lôw K=0.00002 2
Tomoto Lu@persi.o4 es.ulertuu !.d. n.d. 2,5
R'€ Secdlê.eîeale v¿ns€low K=0.0005 6
Atla6 whe¿t Trit¿cun øêsliavm Va¡â€lôw K:0.0005 6
Rice Orgzd âdtiad V¿nselow K=0.0005 6
cos?ea Và91iø lnsLiculøtd Vâtu€iôw K:0,0005 6
Whit€ cÌde¡ TÌ¿lol¿un repens van6e)ow I<=0,0,01 20
Gra¡à whe¿L Trita.Lñ dætirLñ Van.€low K=0.02 40
Lettuce I'atvcø oatiþa Vâtuelôw K:0,001 40
Sftet Co¡n, Mèi,e Zed ndss Unspecific K=12 4s
I{0¡6ê Bêân Vi,¿¿d ldba Vêns€low K=0.1 A0
So¡shùm Sorsh\m sa¿¿ua Vâtuelôw K:0,1 a0
Bârl€y Ito,.teLn ÐlLeaîe l¡ênselow K=2,o 400

Table 31: Response t¡pe and estimated aluminiurn response coemcients for
diferent species of crop plants. The limiting BC/Al-value represents root
growth for laboratory results reduced to 80% of normal. n.d. represents
values derived from semi-quantitative data.
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L3 Discussion

13.1 The effect of H+-ions

The response model indicates that H+ also may have an a.dverse efiect, but that
this generally occr:rs unde¡ more acid conditions than the effect of Al, thereby
masking the efiect of H+. The efiect of H+ ought only to be pronounced in very
acid orga.nic soils with much dissolved organic matter, or quartz soils without
signiflcant Al in solution. This is consistent with the observation that as soils
acidify, the ion exchange positions become fil1ed with A1 as a replacement
for base cations, but at a later stage, when either the Al source has become
exhausted or the soils have become extremely acidified, Al will be replaced by
H+ as the adverse agent.

Tab. ?? contains a limiting pH, corresponding to the .Fl+-concentration
required cause the same effect as Al is soils without dissolved free ionic Al in
the soil solution. The values were derived by using equation 15 to estimate
the [1]+] which would give the same efiect as Al. The values were based on
a soil BC concentration of 3 mg/Ì. The limiting pH is based on assuming
an operational aluminium equilibrium gibbsite coefficient of -pK:8.4. The
critical pH has significance for vegetation response to acid deposition on moors,
bogs, peats and very humic soils, where the A1 soil solution concentration is
very low.

As was seen ea,rlier, data by Andersson and Brunett (19g3) in particular
shov¡ that H+ is involved in the mechanism for grasses. For bacteria and fungi,
Jönsson et al., (1994) ext¡acted data that clea.rly show that three H+ must be
added to A1 (n:3) if the response in of the Vanselow type and one H+ must
be added to Al (n:1) if the response is of the unspeciflc type. Other data hint
a a similar thing for the root growth of Norway spruce, but the root growth
data do not allow any exact determinations.

These observation suggests that the key issue is the competition of wanted
ions with unv¡anted ions at the surface. This implied that Cu, Mn or any
other unwanted ion would be able to act in a similar way as 41, provided it
is present in similar concentrations, and has a similar affinity for the organic
surface material.

pH limits for growth rate efiects on difierent plant species can be given;

pH:3.0-3.2 western red ceda,r, Digitalis, Deschampsia, Galium saxatile, Jun-
cus, Vaccinium myrtillus, Erica, feather mosses

pH:3.2-3.4 sitka-, white- and black spruce

pH:3.4-3.6 douglas fir, hemlock spruce, cedar, white-, monterrey-, sand-,
and slash pine, rhododendron, Trifolium, Calluna, Agrostis, Digitaria,
Medicago, Vaccinium vitis-idea, Vaccinium macrocarpon, Cladina



73.2 Molecula¡ mechanisms

pH:3.6-3.8 longleaf- and aÌeppo pine, scots-, armand-, virginia-, pitch-, cembra-

, ioblolly- and jack pine, larch, cotton, Brachyopodium, Tliticum, Vicia,
Origanum, Arnika montana, Anemone nemorosa, Convallaria

pH:3.8-4.0 Norway- and red spruce, balsam-, faber and silver flr, orange,

maples, beeches, oaks, birch, honeylocust, teak, peach, rowan, horn-

beam, lime, paper birch, alder, ash, Geum, Ca,rex, Bromus, Holcus,

Campanula, Seca.le, Oryza

pH:4.0-4.3 fraser fir, black spruce, masson pine, cofiee, aspen

pH:4.3-4.5 Poa, Na,rdus, Hordeum

pH:4.5-4.7 Manda¡in flr, Chinese frr, Galium odoratum, Bromus benekenii,

Prunella, Taraxacum

The values represent critical pH in the absence of aluminium. The values

take the efiects of difierent rooting depths into account. The values a.re ap-

proximate, except for Bromus benekenii and Galium saxatile which have pH

4.7.

L3.2 Molecula¡ mechanisms

It is somewhat disturbing that spruce ttees (Picea and Abies) seem to follow

an isotherm implying a valence unspecfic mechanism we cannot fuI1y explain

in terms of molecular mecha¡isms (See Table 1)' Either the plant is able to
float excess charges around on the surfaces, maybe the surface acts like a con-

tinuum of receptor sites where the imba.lance of charge is compensated for by

some type of exudation of organic acids or protons (Cronan, 1991 suggests ion

exchange as the driving mechanism, and Ma,rschner, 1991 suggests something

that could be twisted to support such an idea). Maybe proper ion exchange

do not occur at all, but rather some tlpe of charge-driven physical adhesion

to the surface prior to uptake. For red spruce, different Ca and Mg concentra-

tions at constant BC/AI ratio did not change the response significantly. For

red spruce the Ca and Mg concentration varied from at total BC concentltion

of 0.2 mol/l (Hutchinson et al., 1985) to 1.8 mot/t (Schier, 1985)'

For pines and deciduous trees, some peculiarities also appear. The response

follow the Vanselow type of response, but the on the BC concentration in
addition to the dependence on the BC/AI ratio may not be as strong as implied

by Eq. 17. Some experiments indicate that the exponent tr on the base cation

concentration as defined in the empirical expression, may be closer to 0'5 than
1.0, and that the exponent m:2. For example Hutchinson et aì.' 1985 did
experiments at 4 and 16 mg/l of Ca and Mg. If n:0 for the Vanselow type of
response, then that could be interpreted as a valence unspecifrc second order
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responce, that BC ions would somehow exchange in twos with À1 at the root
surface.

13.3 Forest decline pathways

Soil acidification will make trees more susceptible to drought and wind damage.
In nature, the soil moisture saturation ofa normal forest va.ry in the range 0.15-
0.30 m3 of water per m3 of soil. Tbee growth shows the strongest dependence
on soil moistu¡e in the range 0.05-0.20 m3 of water per m3 of soil (Sverdrup
et al., 1992). During dry periods, moisture saturation may drop to 0.0b m3
of water per m3 of soil. The growth rate is much influenced by changes in
the range 0.05-0.20 m3 of water per rn3 of soil, and additiona.l stress on the
tree by Al during dry periods when growth is already significantly reduced by
this factor, may push the tree below the minimum uptake limit required to
sustain life. The BC/AI ratio vary down through the soil profile, from high
va,lues at the top due to much Ca and Mg and little AI to very low in the
E and B horizon of acidified soils, generally it increases again towards the C
layer (Sverdrup and Wa,rfuinge, 1988). Under soil acidification, conditions can
get very unfavorable through low BC/AI ratio in the lower pa.rt of the rooting
zone, causing trees to locate most of thei-r roots to the top layers. Thus the
tree will become less well anchored in the ground, and may easier sufier ftom
windfall.

In acidification other factors than soil acidification may lead to vegetation
changes. Direct effects by fumigation may cause foliar damage, and nitrogen
deposition may alter competition for nutrients between plant species. In this
sense, several tlpes of ground vegetation can be listed in order of increasing
N tolerance, such as the very sensitive lichens, heather, Lingon, over more
tolerant like blueberry to N promoted species like grasses and herbs. The
picture is further complicated by the fact that N deposition and acid deposition
follow each other and N deposition often contributes significantly to the total
acid load. Climate changes, natural or anthopogenically induced may lead to
vegetation change. Finally, many vegetation ecosystems a,re not totally stable,
but may shift between several simultaneous stable states after minor svstem
disturbances or as a part of ecosystem aging and evolution.

I3.4 Effect of temperature

Aniol (1983) studied the efiect of temperatüe on the critical Al concentra-
tion, and found a strong correlation for two species of wheat. The plant was
a.fiected by lower concentrations of Al at higher temperature. The efiect was
quite strong, corresponding to an Arrhenius factor A:6310 corresponding to
an activation energy of 52.4 kJ lmol. The reason for this is not explained by
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Aniol, but we can think of some possible explanations. First, the efiect may

be connected to the fact that the plant grows faster when the temperature

increases. The observed efect is however stronger than the gro*'th increase

with temperature increase (A:5200, Sverdrup et al., 1992)' An a'lternative

explanation would be that the change in temperature changes chemical reac-

tions like ion exchange at the loot surface. The increase in Al toxicity with
temperature, was accompanied by an increase in root Al content The acti-

ration energy is indicative of a chemical process, and large enough to exclude

diffusion processes.

13.5 P/Al-ratio
Some ofthe studies on trees, cereals and legumes revealed that the P/Al ratio

may also be an important factor for growth, especially in soiis with no or

little excess production of P over growth demand (Alva et aJ., 1986; Asp and

Berggren, 1990). Since P is an essentia.l element and growth rate regulating,

simila¡ efiects can be expected for trees as well. How this can be worked

into the damage function will be the subject of future studies. Some data is

available for tea (Fig. 38) and that data may indicate the efiect of P supply

and the P/41 ratio on grovth together with the (Ca+MS+K)/AI However,

at present there is not enough data alailable to get a good overview picture'

Data on the efiect of P/Al ratio on the efiect of the BC/AI ratio on growth

is needed. Data available for such studies would include Varco and Sa¡tain

(1966); Andrew et al. (1973); Rode (1988); Alva et al. (1988); Asp and

Berggren (1990).

13.6 Nitrogen

Data may be interpreted to indicate that the source of nitrogen may be im-

portant. The efiect of nitrogen source may however be an effect of several

independent and difierent mechanisms, such as:

r The soil chemistry efiect of acidity produced by nitrifrcation of NHa prior

to uptake

¡ The efiect of ÀNC production by nitrate uptake by plants in contrast to
the acidity produced by ammonium uptake

o A physiological efiect on the plant, arising from the form ofN taken up'

Theoreticall¡ the plant will have to spend less energy if NH¿ is taken

rlp.

In several studies reporting the efiect of tlpe of N soì'rrce on the Al-tolerance,

the general impression we get is that the efiect on soil ANC seems to be the

important mechanism, rather than plant physiological mechanisms'
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L3.7 Generality and exceptions from the rule
We do not doubt that the sceptical reader can find contradictions to our results
and the data presented here. The diversity of nature and genetics of plants
make this very likely. Still, we think this study compiles and evaluates the data
systematically in relation to a consistent methodology, based in an analogy to
surface ion exchange, as suggested by Cronan (1gg1) and others. Even if
the reader rejects our theo¡etical considerations and hypothesises conserning
molecular mechanisms, an irrefutable empirical pattern remains. This work
synthesizes a large amount of the information available in the literature, and
points out a pattern of relative sensitivities to aluminium and soil acidification,
which we think is basically coüect. It should be recognized that there is
substa¡tia.l uncertainties connected to much of the data, setting limits to some
of the interpretations made.
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Vegetation tJ¡pe

Pola¡ o¡ ¡ock dese¡t

T\-rnd¡a

Cool semi-desert sc¡ub
Montane cold scrub grass

Cool scrub/Grassland

Main taiga
Southern taiga

Coniferous fo¡est

Mixed foÌest

lemperate broadleaf

Irte¡¡upted temperate woods

Ocurring
tree type

Betula
Calluna

Salix
Pinus
Betula spp

Pinus mugo
R.ho dodend¡on
Caluna
Pinus

Picea abies
Pinus sylvestris
Betula pendula
Pirus cembra
La x decidua

Picea abies
Pinus sylvest¡is
Pinus cembra
La¡ix decidua

Picea abies
Pinus sylvestÌis
BetuÌa pendula
La¡ix decidua
Acer plataaoides

Abies alba
Fagus syhatica
Quercus robur
Betula populifolia
Acer platanoides

Betula papy fe¡a
Pinus silvestris
Fagus

BC/41 Occurring
Iimit plant twe

BC/AI Suggested
limit limit

10

45
I

1

45
0.6
0.8

5

1

2

1..2

0.8
1.2
10

o.7
0.8

5

1

o.7

L.2
5

0.8
1

Na.rdus stdcta
Ca¡ex remota
Ag¡ostis capillåÌis
Ra¡u¡culus

A$ostis capillaris
Carex remota
Vaccinium myrt.
C¿,luna

Nardus spp
A$ostis spp
Deschampsia
Vaccinium idea
Ca,luna
Empetrum
Stipa capillata

1.2 Descha¡npsia
1.2 Caxex
0.8 Vaccinium myrt
1.0 Agrostis
2 Juncus

1.2 Vacci¡ium
1.2 A$ostis
1.0

2 Digitaria
1.2 Lolium
0.6 O¡iganum

1.2 Poa 10

1.2 TÌifolium 5

0.8
2

0.6

7.2 Poø. 10

0.6 N¿¡dus st¡icta 10

0.6 Convallaria maja)is 3

2 Tlifolium 5

0.6 Allium 50

1

100
0.6

1

0.5

0.3
1

1

0.5
4.5

Table 32: 1-Suggested indicator species and their BC/41 limits for ecosystem

classes in Asia.
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Vegetation type Ocurring
ìree tJæe

Mediter¡anea.nwoodland Pinus¡âdiata
pinus taeda
Pinus halepensis
Robinia pseudoacacia
Ouercus palusttis

Dry/highland woods Pinus sylvestris
Pim¡s taeda
Pinus ponderosa
Pinus a¡ma¡dii

Interrupted tropical woods Eucalyptus gummifera
Robinia pseudoacacia
Cit¡us au¡¿"otir¡m
poa

Vitis vinife¡a

Subtropical dry forest Pirus palusttis
Pinus clausa
Schima superba
Cuaninghamia lanceolata
Pinus massonii
Camillia si¡e¡sis

Subtropical wet forest T\rja plicata
Pseudotuga merziesii

Citrus
Cofiea arabica
Eucal}?tus
Acacia

Tectona grandis
Guapira olfersiana
Cit¡us

BC/AI Occurring
limit plant type

0.8 Ta¡axâcum
1.5 Poa
0.5 Digitarial
1.4 Lolium
0.6

1.4 Poa
1.5 Na¡dus st¡icta
2 Agostis
1 Digitaria

3 Stipa
1.4

2
10

0.5

2 Poa
0.6
10
20
4

L.4

0.1
0.3

2 Calcicole gra.sses

75 Zea, mayÊ
J
2

0.6 Legumes
1,4 Tlopical orcids

2

2 Poa
B¡omus

BC/AJ Suggested
limit limft

80 1

10

10

0.5

Tlopical dry forest

Tropical wet forest

10

10

1

10

10

LO

1

45

10

100

TYopical savannah Acacia 10 10
l0-100

Table 33: 2-Suggested indicator species and their BC/AI limits for ecosystem
classes in Asia.
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Vegetation type

Gene¡al fa¡mla¡ds

lrrigated paddyland

Irrigaìed other farmland

Coastal wetland, cold
Coastal wetland, mangtove
Coastal wetland and hinte¡land

Hotscrub/Grassland
SuccÌ ent and thorn dry woods
Semi-a¡id fo¡est

Non-polar rocky vegetation
Sa¡d desert
Semidesert
Steppe

Ocurring
tree type

Acer
CastaÁeda

Quercus

Populus
AInus
Salix

Ace¡
Castaneda

Quercus

Populus
Salix
Pinus

Acacia
Pinus
Pinus ha.lepensis

Cotto¡r

Pinus

BC/AI Occurring
limit pla.nt t}Þe

0.6 TÌiticum aestivllm
0.6 SecaÌe ce¡ea.le

0.7 Latuca sati\€,
Glycine max
Zea mays
Sorgum sativa

6 Oryza sativa
5

BC/AI Suggested
limit Ìimiì

10-250 10

100
50

L20
800

0.6
0.6
0.7

5

0.8

610
6

40

45
80

610
6

40

45
80

Tliticum âestivum
Sec¿,le ce¡eale
Lettuca sati'øa
Gþine max
Zea rtøya
So¡gum sativâ

Ca¡ex
Poa
Allium
Stellaria
Taraxacum

2

0.5

Poa 25O

B¡omus benekenii 30
SucculeDts 1000

Poa 100

Calcicole pla.nts 10

Triticum 6

Stipa capillata 10

Table 34: 3-Suggested indicator species and their BC/41 limits for ecosystem

classes in Asia.
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Vegetation type

Polar or rock desert
Tund¡a
Cool semi-desert scrub
Montane cold scrub grass
Cool scrub/Grassland

Main taiga
Southern taiga
Conife¡ous forest
Mixed forest
Temperate broadleaf
Interrupted temperate woods
Dry/highland woods

Mediterranean woodland
Interrupted tropical woods
Subtropical dry forest
Subtropical wet forest

Tbopical dry forest
Tropical wet forest
Tropical savannaà

General farmlands
Irrigated paddyland
Irrigated other farmland

Coastal wetland, cold
Coastal v¡etland, mangrove
Coastal wetland and hinterland

Hotscrub/Grassland
Succulent and thorn dry woods
Semi-arid forest
Non-polar rocky vegetation
Sand desert
Semidesert

Rooting Qibbsite pKr¿ua

depth, meter koefficient

0-0.1 100 8.0
o-0.2 150 8.1
0-0.3 200 8.3
0-0.3 200 8.3
0-0.3 200 8.3

0-0.5
0-0.5
0-0.5
0-0.8
0-0.8
0-0.5
0-0.5

0-0.5
0-0.5
0-0.5
0-0.2

U-U.b

0-0.2
0-0.5

0-0.3
0-0.3
0-0.3

0-0.5
0-0.5
0-0.5

0-0.3
0-0.3
0-0.5
o-0.2
0-0.5
0-0.5

300 8.5
300 8.5
300 8.5
500 8.7
500 8.7
300 8.5
300 8.5

300 8.5
300 8.5
300 8.5
150 8.1

300 8.5
150 8.1

300 8.5

200 8.3
200 8.3
200 8.3

200 8.3
200 8.3
300 8.5
150 8.1
300 8.5
300 8.5

300

300

300

8.5
8.5
8.5

Table 35: Suggested model entry r,alues for calculation of critical loads using
the SMB in Asia in the RAINS-ASIA P¡oiect.
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Vegetation tlpe

Polar or rock desert
Tundra
Cool semi-deserb scrub
Montane cold scrub grass

Cool scrub/Grassland

Main taiga
Southern taiga
Coniferous forest
Mixed forest
Temperate broadleaf
Interrupted temperate woods

Dry/highland woods

159

BC/Al-limit

o

2

2

2

2

1

1

1.5

1

0.6
I
2

Mediterranean woodland I
Interrupted tropical woods 2

Subtropical dry forest 2

Subtropicaì wet forest I

Tlopical dry forest 1

Tropical wet forest 0.6

Ilopical savannah 10

General fa¡mlands 10

Irrigated paddyland 10

Irrigated other fa¡mland 10

Coastal wetland, cold 10

Coastal wetland, ma,rrgrove 10

Coastal wetland and hinterland 10

Hotscrub/Grassland
Succulent a¡d thorn dry woods

Semi-a¡id forest
Non-pola.r rocky vegetation
Sand desert
Semidesert

10

10

10

10

10

10

Table 36: Suggested model entry values for ca.lculation of critical loads in Asia

in the RAINS-.ASIA Project, based on FAO classified landscape types'
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L4 Conclusions

The results suggests that soil chemistry can afiect the grou,th of all trees and
ground vegetation species. A particular plant species is afiected by soil acid-
iûcation when acidification change the soil chemistry beyound the chemical
change. The effect is manifested as decline in growth and increased mortality.
The correlation between low BC/AI values and gronth decline in laboratory
assays and field studies, are supported by a large number of obse¡vations. Un-
der acid conditions, plants react to soil solution Al according to patterns that
can be interpreted as th¡ee distinct ion exchange responses. The distribution
of difierent trees and ground vegetation species among these response types
a,re:

o Vanselow response, little elasticity

- Pine, la,rch, hemÌock, cedars and douglas

- Deciduous trees

o Valence unspecific response, intermediate elasticity

- Spruce and fir

- Herbs and grasses

. Gapon response, much elasticity

- Willow and coffee

The difierences in response arise from difierences in how the diferent plants
actually take up nutrients from the soil solution. Bioassay experiments on
plant tolerance to Al can be related to ûeld conditions for different ty1ges of
spruce and fir as is indicated in Figs. 2-4. For laboratory conditions, the data
for spruce and fir can be fitted to an expression of the valence unspecific type.
A1l grasses, herbs and flowers studied, fitted the valence unspecific tesponse
best.

The laboratory values for plants where freld data is also available (Norway
spruce, red spruce, European beech, red oak) seem to indicate that B-horizon
BC/AI values to apply to critical load calculations for field conditions, are
one half of the laboratory values (Table 2). In relation to ca,lculations of
c¡itical loads of acidity, sulphur and nitrogen deposition to forest ecosystems,
a general value of BC/41>1.0 seems well chosen for European forests. For the
calculation of critical loads, the laboratory values should be used if a multi-
layer model is utilized.

Teak, guapira, orange and cotton are a,ll more tolerant to A1 tha¡r trees of
the temperate zone. They are possibly accostumed by evolution to toletate

i

1

I

I

i

I

I
I

l
I
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more Al from growing on A1-oxide-rich, non-glaciated old soils. Most of the

commercially important tree species in Europe like spruce, frr, pine, birch,
oak and beech seem to have a critical freld BO/Al-ratio in the range of 0.6-1.0.

This would put a small safety margin into the critical loads applied in Europe.
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